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PREFACE.

A RESIDENCE of more than two years in Spain

and Portugal rendered it necessary for the author

of the following work to acquire some knowledge

of the languages of those kingdoms ; in doing

which, the idea suggested itself to him, that, the

two languages being originally the same, and their

ditferences occasioned by various political and

other causes, it would not be difficult to give, in a

short grammatical arrangement, such a view of

the leading points of agreement and difference, as

should greatly facilitate the acquiring a knowledge

of one language by him who had any acquaintance

with the other. After this idea had occurred, and

he had in part begun, for his own amusement, to

carry the plan into execution, the extension of the

scheme to the Itahan language followed almost as
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a matter of course, on his having occasion to pay

some attention to it.

PubHcation at first did not enter into his views ;

but the work having gradually grown into its pre-

sent shape, he has been induced, by the advice of

those on whose judgement he is accustomed to

rely, to hazard the printing of it.

The soldier and the tourist have here, in a vo-

lume that cannot be an incumbrance to either,

most of what is conceived to be necessary for a

grammar to contain of the languages of three of

the countries which have always deservedly ex-

cited much interest and attention, and through

which of late the paths to glory for the former and

of pleasure to the latter have lain.

To obtain a correct knowledge of any language,

a minute attention must be paid to its grammati-

cal construction and arrangement. Grammars,

however, in general, contain a mass of matter

which rather impedes than advances the acquire-
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ment of the language. That the happy medium

is hit upon in the following work, the author does

not presume to hope. He has endeavoured to ex-

hibit as concise a view of the three languages as

he conceived was consistent with perspicuity : but

he is sensible that much more might yet be done,

the undertaking of which he does not feel equal

to, and which therefore he must necessarily leave

to abler hands, should the scheme of the follow-

ing work be favourably received.

An arrangement of the different idioms in con-

versation, in epistolary correspondence, and of the

various modes of salutation, would form a not un-

interesting work, whilst to the speculative disciple

of Home Tooke a vast field is opened, in which he

may with pleasure range in endeavouring to find

out the various paths by which these languages

have arrived at their present stage.

The common terms of grammar are supposed to

be known by all who attempt the acquirement of

a foreign language ; no definition ofthem is, there-
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fore, entered into in the following work. The au-

thor, instead of attempting in this respect any new

system, has merely adopted the most received di-

visions of language and of the parts of speech,

without minutely scrutinizing their propriety.



A GRAMMAR
OF

THE SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, AND

ITALIAN LANGUAGES.

THE ALPHABETS.

The Spanish Alphabet consists of Twenty-eight Letters.

The Portuguese of Twenty-four Letters.

The Italian
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A perfect alphabet would have a distinct sign or letter

for every different or elementary sound : there is, per-

haps, no language so imperfect in this respect as our

own : not only are different elementary sounds expressed

by a combination of the signs of other elementary

sounds, but, by a strange anomaly, the same sound is

frequently designated by different signs and combina-

tions of signs, and different sounds are expressed by

the same signs. In these points, the three languages

under consideration have greatly the advantage of the

English, there being a much closer uniformity in the

correspondence of the same sound to the same sign
;

and although, in some combinations of the letters, the

same signs are made the expressions of different sounds,

yet, in general, the same combinations are pronounced

alike in different words ; so that, having once acquired

a knowledge of the mode of spelling, or expressing in

v\riting, the various elementary sounds of these lan-

guages, there is no gi'eat difficulty in spelling or writing

any word correctly, although there sliould have been

no previous knowledge of such word : you have only to

write it as similar sounds in the lang-uas-e are written,

and to pronounce it as similar combinations of signs or

letters are pronounced. Superior in this respect as these

languages are to the English, their alphabets are not per-

fect ones, and the learner must carefully attend to the

different sounds of which the same letter is the sign, ac-

cording to its combination with other letters : for these,

written directions may be given; but for the different

tones of some vowels in different words under an almost

similar combination of consonants, his ear perhaps can
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be his only siuiclc, as he becomes acquainted with the lan-

guage, and when lie has the facility of hearing it spoken

by natives.

The classing of Ch, LI, and Nn, in the Spanish al-

phabet as distinct letters must appear to most English-

men absurd : the Royal Spanish Academy has so ar-

ranged them, because they are the signs of sounds quite

distinct from the combined sound of the single letters
;

for ch has not the united sound of a c and an h, and

the // and nn are sounds totally different from those of

/ or n merely repeated. The alphabet would have been

nearer a perfect one, had there been distinct simple signs

for these sounds ; but as such did not exist before in the

language, it was a more easy course for the Academy to

denominate the old double signs, letters, than to endea-

vour to bring into use three new signs. Some gramma-

rians have classed also rr as a distinct letter ; but as rr

sounds only like r pronounced more emphatically, the

Academy omitted it in their alphabet. The same prin-

ciple which in the Spanish renders ch, II, and nn distinct

letters, would also evidently so class several of the Por-

tuguese and Italian combinations ; for example, ch, Ihy

nhf in tlie former, and gl and gn in the latter : but there

is at present no authority to warrant such an alteration

of the alphabet in those languages ; whilst, in the Spa-

nisli, the recommendation of the Royal Academy has

given currency to their classification.

B ^
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Pronunciation of the Letters.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAW.

A. A. A.

This letter has ncnrly the same sound in all three languages :—it

has the broad sound of the a in the English words father, calm, bar,

alms, vast. The Irish and Scotch pronunciation of this vowel is

nearly that of the Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians.

B.

B and v in Spanish

are frequently con-

founded together, and

may occasionally be

written one for the

other ; their sound is

one between that of

the English b and v,

softer and more lisp-

ing than either.

C, as in the English,

like k before a, o, u;

before e and i like /A in

theme, thick, or rather

like a lisping s. The

f , or c cedilla, is now
obsolete, the Spa-

nish Academy having

brought into use the

% in all words which

were formerly spelt

with
f. C before k

forms a distinct letter,

and is pronounced as

follows

:

B. B.

B is pronounced in the Portuguese and

Italian as in the English language.

C like k before a,

0, u ; like s before

e and i ; and also be-

fore a, 0, and w,

when written,;, ore

cedilla. C before A

has the sound ofch

in charity, cherry.

c.

C before a, o, v,

and the consonants /

and r, as in the En-

glish. Before e and

i, like che and chi in

chnry and chicJi. If

two cs come before e

and i, the former is

sounded like/, and the

latter like ch. If a

vowel follows ci, the

sound of the i is sunk

in that of the other

vowel.

Che and chi are al-

ways pronounced like

ke and ki.

Cha, cho, chu, are

pronoimced like ca,

CO, cu, in English.
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SPAKISII.

Ch.

Ch, like the ch in

charity, archer, and

like the Italiiui c be-

fore e and i. In words

derived from theGreek

it retains the sound

of /t.

J'OHTUOVESE.

CA, in Portuguese,

though not classed

as a distinct letter,

has the same sound

aj> in the Spanish.

ITALIAN".

Ch in Italian has

the sound of k. The

sound of the Spanish

ch is expressed in Ita-

lian by c, before e and

i ; and before a, o, u,

by ci.

D.
D, somewhat softer

than in English, ap-

proaching to the sound

of th, especially at the

end of words.

D. D.
Z), in Portuguese and Italian, as in the

English.

E. E. E.

This vowel is pronounced in these three languages like the En-

glish a in paper, or that sound of the English a which is esteemed

the peculiar or genuine one in South Britain. It has an open and

a close sound in the Portuguese and Italian ; but it requires a nice

ear to distinguish them.

F. F. F.

In Spanish, Portuguese, and in Italian, as in English.

G.

G before a, o, and

«, as in English ; but

before e and i it has a

sound peculiarly Spa-

nish, a guttural one,

to which there is no-

thing similar in the

English language :

—

I^Apronounccd strong-

ly through the throat

comes the nearest to it;

thus gel, gil, mu8t be

G before o, o,

and M, as in English;

before e and i, like ;".

Qua sounds al-

most like the En-

glish gwa.

Cue, gui, as in

Spanish, and as in

the English words

guest, gift,— except

where not diphthongs,

as arguir Is pro-

G.

G before a, o, u, as

in English ; before e

and i, like Jge, dgi,

the d not being sound-

ed too strongly : when

two g 8 come before e

or i, the formersounds

as d, and the latter as

g : example, oggi pro-

nounced odgi or odjee.

If a vowel comes

after^i,thegi is sound-
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SPANISH.

pronounced as \f ghel,

ghil, and aspirated

strongly through the

throat like the Ger-

man ch.

Gue, gui, when di-

phthongs, sound hkea

hard ge, gi; but when

written giie, gili, the

sound of the u is pre-

served, and they are

sounded as dissylla-

bles, gu-e, gu-i.

G before conso-

nants, as in English,

PORTUGUESE.

nounced as if writ-

ten argueer.

Before conso-

nants, as in English.

ITALIAN.

ed likeJ in English ; as

giardino pronounced

jardino.

Gil in Italian has a

peculiar sound, like Hi

in the English word

million; and answer-

ing to that of the Spa-

nish II and Portu-

guese Ih.

Gn also has a pecu-

liar sound equivalent

to ii Spanish, nh Por-

tuguese, and like ni,

in viinion; thus ignudo

is pronounced as if

written inniudo : these

two last sounds of

the g may be heard
' in the mode of pro.

nouncing seraglio and

lagnio. Ghe, ghi,

sound like the gue

and gui of the English

words guest and guide.

Before the other

consonants, as in En-

glish.

Ii.

H has no sound

whatever, except after

c and p, for which see

under Ch and P.

Ii.

H has no sound

except when com-

bined with c, I, and

n, for which see

those letters.

H.

H has no sound

whatever,except when
combined with c and

g, to which letters it

gives a hard sound be-

fore e and i.

I, like an English

double C) or e long.

/ like the English

ee, except before n

I.

1 like the English e

long, or ee.
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SPANI«;H. PORTUGUESE.

and 7n, when the

combination is pe-

culiarly harsh and

nasal.

J. J.

Its sound is pe- /, nearly the

culiar, and unknown in sound of the Eng-

English pronuncia- lishj; or as .y, they

tion ; it is the same as

the g before e and i,

a strong guttural

aound, approximating

to the sound which gh

would have in English

when aspirated strong-

ly through the throat.

ITALIAN.

not being very per-

ceptibly sounded.

K.
K is pronounced as

in the English, and

also as c before a, o,

and «, and qu before

e and i.

L is pronounced as

in English.

LI.

Ll has a sound re-

sembling that of Hi in

C before a, o,

and u, and qu be-

fore e and i, are

pronounced as the

k in Spanish, in

which language al-

so the c and rju have

in like manner the

force of k.

L.

L is pronounced

as in English; ex-

cept before h, when
Lh has nearly the

same sound as the

Spanish //, or the

Italian gli.

The sound of the

Spanish letter // is

/, like the Italian I,

and now used instead

of ii at the end of

words, as stud'd is

now written studj^

&c., and also for hi

at the beginning of

words, as hieri is now
written jeri, (Src. where

it sounds like the En-

glish y.

In Italian, c be-

fore a, 0, and a, and

ch before e and i, sup-

ply the sound ex-

pressed in Spanish and

English by k.

L.

L is pronounced

as in English, except

in the combination gli

above mentioned.

The gli in Italian

is used to express the
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SPAKISir.

the Englisli word mil-

lion, or gli in the word

seraglio : thus llamar

PORTUGUESE.

found in the Por-

tuguese, and ex-

pressed in writing

must be pronounced by the combination

asif written in EngHsh Ih.

lea-mar or gleit-mar

;

but, as thesound is un-

known in genuine En-

glish, no exact rule

can be given.

M.
M as in English.

N as in English.

M.
AT, as in English

when placed before

a vowel with which

it is a syllable; but

when at the end of

words and preceded

by an e, it has a

nasal sound, like

the French words

vin, pain, &c. "When

preceded by a, o,'

or i, its sound is

harshly and pecu-

liarly nasal *.

N.

N before a vow-

el with which it

forms a syllable is

pronounced as in

English, otherwise

it gives a nasal

sound combined

ITALIAN.

sound of the Spanish

letter //, and Portu-

guese letters Ih.

M, as in English.

N.
A''as in English, ex-

cept when preceded

by a g^
;
gn having the

sound of the Spanish

letter tI or nn and the

Portuguese letters nh,

or nearly so : a soiind

* The tittle or little dash, which the Portuguese call til, is set by

them over some letters instead of writing m, as le for hem, conve

for convem, kua for huma, sad for saom, razad for razaom. In Spa-

nish the Nn is always written N or n.
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tiFAMSN. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAV.

with the vowel pre- approaching to uliat

ceding it. Ah ex- nrii liave in English,

presses the sound

which in Spanish is

given to the letter

7/ or nn, and in Ita-

lian to the comhi-

nation ^n.

Xi), or N or I*.

Is pronounced nearly

as the ^'/j \n puiguant.

and like the nh in Por-

The sound of the

Spanish letter li is

found expressed in

The sound of the

Spanish letter n is

found in the Portu-

tuguese and^n in Ita- gucse expressed by Italian by ^n.

lian, a sound ap- nh.

preaching to that of

inj in English, the n

being one syllable and

the y in another.

The analogy of the sound of these letters is exemplified in the

word seiior, Spanish ; senhor, Portuguese ; signor, Italian ; seigneur,

French ; senior, English.

o.

O as in English in

more and lone.

o.

has two sounds,

the one like the

English in store,

and the other like u

ia full.

o.

0, as in the Portu-

guese, has two sounds,

close, like the English

71 in lu/I, when ac-

cented, and before

/, m, n, r, and gn;

otherwise open, and

when preceded by /*

and u.

P. P. P.

Pas in English, and P as in English, Pas in English,

^'hen before A, the ph and also ph as an /.

is pronounced like an

/•

Q. Q. Q.

(^ as in English, ex- (J
is pronounced

(J,
as in English,
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SPANISH.

cept before we and ui,

(when not written He,

iii,) where it has the

sound of k, or as in

the English word

quay. Qiii', qui, are

pronounced nearly as

Englitih question.— Q
is always followed by

u.

R.

R hivs two sounds ;

the one soft, and the

other Iwird and forci-

ble. This is the only

consonant (except the

gutturals g, j, and x,

)

that is pronounced

more strongly in Spa-

nish than in English.

It is very fully (and

as it wei-e rattlingly)

sounded when dou-

bled, whenever it be-

gins a word, or is

preceded by the con-

sonants I, n, and 5 ;

also when it follows

the consonant I, form-

ing part of the Latin

prepositions in derived

words, in ah, oh, and

suh : but Avhere it fol-

lows h, and forms one

syllable with the h and

the following vowel, it

is pronounced softly.

In compounded words

where it begins the

second part of the

compound, it retains

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

like k in English, and is also always fol-

and is always fol- lowed by u.

lowed by «.

n.

jR as in English ;

but the double r

and the r at the be-

ginning of words

are pronounced, as

in the Spanish, very

forcibly and em-

phatically.

R as in English.
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SPANISH.

its hurd pronuncia-

tion : this pronuncia-

tion islike tlieEnglisli

r sounded very em-

phatically and strong-

s.

S as in English ; but

it is throughout di-

stinctly and uniiornily

sounded so as to be

clearly disLinguished

from the c before e

and {, and from z.

PORTUCIESE. ITALIAN.

T.

T as in English.

S as in English,

but between two

vowels like a z.

u.

U nearly a§ oo in

English, or the u in

truth, cruel, druid: be-

tween g or q, and e or

i, it is not sounded,

except in words where

it does not form a di*

phthong, as in ques-

tion, ag'dero, and there

it retains its sound.

T.

T as in Eno-hsli.

t/as 00 in English

or nearly so.

s.

In the beginning

of words, in the words

cosa and roso, in all

adjectives in oso, the s

is pronounced strong,

as in English. In ad-

jectives ending in ese,

and words in uso, and

between two vowels,

it has the softer sound

of the s in the English

word misery or of the

letter z.

T.

T as in English,

The old words in

which the syllable ti

was pronounced like

tsi are now written

with a », as natione is

now naxione.

u.
f/as 00 in English,

or nearly &q.
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SPAKISII.

V.

^has a softer sound

than the English v,

and is confounded in

its pronunciation in

the Spanish with /; .-

many words arc writ-

ten ahiiost indifierent-

ly with a b or a v ; but

where the orthogra-

phy is clear, the sound

of the b or the v

should be preserved

as much as possible,

as in vendido, sold

;

iendilo, blessed.

X.

Xhas two distinct

sounds : the first, like

hs, it has when pre-

ceding aconsonant, or

a vowel vvitli a cir-

cumflex
( ) over it,

as in exhtir, extemion,

as if eksislir, ek.stai-

sion : the other sound

is the guttural one of

the^ before e and i,

and of the J ; and it is

fo pronounced in all

words, except before

a consonant or a cir-

cumflexed vowel.

Rules for this latter

sound cannot be given

exactly, as was ob-

served under G and /;

which see.

PORTUGUESE.

y.

V, rather more

softly than in En-

dish.

ITALIAN.

V.

V, more softly than

in English.

X.

X is pronounced

like the 4/1 in En-

glish, except in the

word axioma, where

it is sounded like a

c, and in exten ady

extenundo, exhuLso,

excfllenle, and some

others beginning

with e, where it

sounds like cs or ks.

Betweentwo vowels

it is pronounced

like gz, as in ex-

aclamente, <S:c. ex-

cept in Alexandre,

pai.iam, puxo,

iaxo, and some

others, where it re-

tains the sound of

sh.
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SPANISH.

Y.

Y has two soundc.

WTien a vowt>l, it has

the sainc sound as the

i in Spanish : when a

consonant, its sound is

not vcrj- unlike the

English consonant y,

or like^ in elegy: per-

haps he slightly aspi-

rated comes the near-

est to its sound.

Z before all the

vowels has the one

uniform sound of the

th in the English

Mords thank, think,

the same as that of the

Spanish c before e and

i. The pronunciation

of this letter in Spa-

nish is not quite so

full as the English //*;

and especially at the

end ofwords its sound

approaches to that of

an^.

PORTUGUESE.

Y.

Y, as the Portu-

guese vowel i.

ITALIAK.

Z is pronounced

as in English, or

nearly so.

z.

Z has three sounds

;

the one like ds, an-

other like ts, and the

other like s. There

does not seem to be

any certain rule by
which the pronuncia-

tion of this letter can

be fixed. In all words

that are written, both

in Italian and English,

with z, it is pro-

nounced as ck .• as in

gazetla pronounced

gndzelta. In words

ending in ari'za, enze,

and in onza, it is pro-

nounced like ts or s.

THE ARTICLES.

The articles in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian,

have their ditTerences of cases, as in tlie English, distin-

guished by tlie aid of prepositions.
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The definite articles are, in the
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111 the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages,

tiie indefinite article is, as in the French, tlie same

word as tliat which is used to denote unity or one*: viz.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN'. ENGLISH.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern,

Un, Una. Hum, Iluina. Uno, Una. A or An.

Like the definite articles, their cases are marked by the

aid of prepositions ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern.

Nom. Un, una. Hum, huma. Uno, una. A or an.

Gen. Deun, de una. De hum, de liunia. D' uno, d' una. Of a or an.

Dal. A un, a una. Ahum, a huma. Aduno, ad una.Toaoran.

Ace. Un, una. Hum, huma. Uno, una. A or an.

Abl. Per un,poruna.Por hum, por huma. Da uno, da una.Foraoran.

The Portuguese and Italians, in using the definite ar-

ticle in the ablative with the prepositions,

Portui^ucse Em, Com, ~)
. ^ ^i v- i

r, ,•
'^

T r^ I contract the preposition and
Italian in, Con, > ' '

English In, With, J article into one word ; as

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Em o, em os, into No, nos. In il, in lo, in i, in gli, into

Nel, ncHo, nei, negli.

Era a, em as, into Na, nas. In la, in le, into nella, nelle.

Com o, com os, into co, cos. Con il, con lo, con i, con gli,

into col, collo, coi, cogli.

Com a, com as, into Coa, coas. Con la, con le, into coUa,

coUe.

* The English indefinite article a or an is derived from old An-
glo-Saxon numerals ae and ane, signifying unity or one ; but there

is an advantage in the present English mode of using different

words for the indefinite article and the numeral one ; because a

and an have frequently a meaning very distinct from one, which in

the above languages is left in uncertainty, and to be gathered from

the context, or from the emphasis ; as Can a man caiTy this load?
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The Italians, liaving two articles, il and lo, for the

masculine gender, use tlie former before nouns begin-

ning witli a consonant, (except the letter s not followed

by a vowel, called an impure s) and the latter before

nouns beginning with a vowel, or an s followed by a con-

sonant.

When the article is used before nouns beginning with

a vowel, the final vowel of the article is retrenched ; as

r amove: however, the plural feminine /e is not abridged

except the noun begin with the vowel e ; nor the mascu-

culine plural gl'i, except the noun begin with the

vowel i.

In Spanish some feminine nouns beginning with the

vowel a have the masculine article el instead of the fe-

miuine la ; thus they say el agua, el alma, el ala, el

aguila, el avc ; the reason of which seems to be, that

tlie sound of the two «s, as in la alma, la ala, &c.

would be less agreeable to the ear. Custom, however, has

not made the rule absolute for all feminines in a ; they

still say la abeja, la ajicion, la aJrtiLta, &c. In the plu-

ral number the feminine article is used to all tliese nouns,

as las agiias, las almas, las abejas, &c.

The deiinite and indefinite articles are used before

nouns in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian lan-

guages, in the same way as in the English ; except, 1st,

that the definite article is used in these languages,

No, but a horse cmi. Can one man carry this load? No, but two
can.

Nouns are also declined in an indefinite sense in each of these
three languages, as in the E:iglish, without any article, by themeani
of the prepositions.
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wliere it is not in the Englisli, before nouns taken in the

Mhule extent of their signification ; as

Spanish Los hombres son mortales.

Portuguese Os homens sao mortaes.

Italian Gli uoinini sono mortali.

English ]\Ien arc mortal.

Also, 2dly, Before the names of species and abstract

terms ; as

Spanish El oro, la plata, el honor, el vicio.

Portuguese O ouro, a prata, a honra, o vicio.

Italian L' oro, 1' argento, 1' onore, il vizio.

English Gold, silver, honor, vice.

3dly, Nouns of measure, weight, and number, require

the definite article although the indefinite one may be

used in English ; as

Spanish Un escudo la vara.

( Huma coroa ^
Portuguese < or La vara.

LHum cruzadoj

Italian Un scudo la canna.

English A crown a yard.

4thly, The definite article is used before the names of

empires, kingdoms, provinces, mountains, rivers, winds,

&c. ; as

Spanisli La Francia y la Inglaterra son dos reynos.

Portu<riicse A Franca e a Liolaterra sao dous reinos.

Italian La Francia e 1' Inghilterra sono due regni.

English France and England are two kingdoms.

These nouns however take no article when they are

in the genitive case, nor after the prepositions, en (Spa-

nish), em (Portuguese), in (Italian), in (English) ;—and

C
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also kingdoms of the same name as their metropolis re-

quire no article before them in any case.

5thly, When two nouns are put in apposition, the

second only qualifying or explaining the iirst, the defi-

nite article is omitted before the latter.

And, 6thly, No article is used before an ordinal num-

l)cr; as

Spanish Libro primero, Jorge tercero.

Portuguese Libro primeiro, Jorge terceiro.

Italian Livro primo, Georgio terzo.

English Book the first, George the third.

THE NOUNS.
The Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian nouns have,

like the English ones, no declensions to denote their

variations of cases, but are distinguished by the articles

and prepositions.

Genders.

They have but two genders, the masculine and femi-

nine.

Formation of the Plural.

The plural is formed in the Spanish and Portuguese

by the addition of an s, or es, to the singular ; and in

tlie Italian (whose nouns all terminate with a vowel)

the nouns masculine form their plural by the change of

the vowel of the singular termination to an f, and the

nouns feminine by change of the final vowel of the sin-

gular number to an e.—These will serve as the general

rules, the exceptions are as follow :
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In the Spanish, all nouns ending in a long or ac-

cented vo^vel, or in a consonant, form their plural by

the addition of cs to the singular number ; as albaic),

albalaes; itrdad, rerdades ; and all nouns ending in a

short or unaccented vowel, by the addition of s; as

carta, cclrtas.

The same rule will hold good for the Portuguese, but

there are many exceptions in this latter language : viz.

1

.

Nouns ending in al form their plural by changing

the /to 6'^; as animal, animaes.

2. Nouns ending in el, by changing the / into is ; as

papd, papeis.

3. Nouns ending in w, by changing the in into ns ;

as homem, homens.

4. Nouns ending in il, by changing the / into s ; as

fu)2il, funis ; except aquatil, facil, pensil, &c., which

change the il into ies; as aquatics, fades, &c.

5. Nouns ending in ol and ul change the / into es

;

as anzol, anzoes ; sul, sues.

6. There is no certain rule for the plural of nouns in

au: some make aes, others ads, and others oes ; as jlle-

mad, Alemaes ; cididad, cididaos ; esquad)^ad, esquadroes.

In the Italian, nouns in a are feminine, and form

their plural in e; as la casa, le case. Except, 1st, All

nouns in ca and ga, which take an h between the c and

g and the final xtowel, to preserve the same sound of

the c and g ; as la manica, le maniche ; la piaga, le

piaghe. 2nd, Nouns in ta are the same in the plural

as in the singular. 3rd, The masculine exceptions, as

papa, prqfeta, form their plural in i; as papi, prqfeti

:

also potesta, when masculine signifying pozver, is the

C 2
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same ill the plural as in the singular; but when feminine

it denotes capacitj/ or abililif, and follows the general rule.

Nouns in c, whether masculine or feminine, form

tlieir plural in /, except m'llle, a thousand, which makes

mila, and re, specie, effigle, V esequie, Aviiich have no

change of termination for their plural.

Nouns in /are the same in tlie plural as in the singular.

Nouns in o are generally masculine, and follow the

rule by forming their plural in /; except the following,

which form it \na, and are feminine in the plural: Vauello,

le anclla ; il braccio, le braccia ; il budello, il calcagno,

il cerch'io, il c'lgUo, il conio, il dito, il ditdlo, il filo, il

friitto, il gesto, il grido, il guscio, il ginocchio, il labro^

il lenzuolo, il legno, il melo, il membro, il muro, il mi-

gliaio, il miglio, V orecchio, V osso, il paio, iI porno, il

pifgno, lo staio, il riso, V novo, il rnbbio, il vestigio.

Nouns in co and go, of two syllables, take an /^ in the

plural after the c and g ; as il fuoco, i juochi : except

il purco and il Greco, which make iporci, i Greet. The

other nouns in co and go, of more than two syllables, do

not take the // ; as amico, amici ; exce^it albogo, antico,

heccajico, bij'olco, catafalco, dialogo, Jiamiugo, recipro-

co, siniscalco, tedesco, traffico, A^hich make albcrghi,

&c. A.sirologo makes both astrologhi and astrologi.

Nouns in io drop the o in forming their plural, if the io

is a monosyllable; as bacio, bad: but if it is a dissyllable

they take a long i orJ; as natio, natj.

Nouns in u are the same in the plural as in the sin-

gular.
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Observations on the Cases and Declensions.

The nouns remaining unchanged in termination in all

their cases, it is not necessary to give any examples of

tlieir declension (if such it can with any propriety be

called). The examples which have been given at length

of the modes of marking the different cases of the arti-

cles will be sufficient guides for those of the nouns.

Wiiere the noun is used without any article, its case will

l)e marked, as in English, by its situation in the sentence,

or by a preposition. However,

In the Spanish and Portuguese, the accusative case

of a personal noun is always marked by the preposition

a, both with and without an article, whilst the accusative

case of nouns not personal is like the nominative case
;

as.

Span. Pedro ama a Pal)lo. El hombre ama la virtud.

Port. Pedro ama a Pablo. O homem ama a virtude.

Ital. Pictro ama Paoli. L' uomo ama la virtu.

E)igl. Peter loves Paul. ]\Ian loves virtue.

In the Italian, the accusative and nominative cases

of nouns are, as in the English, similar.

Augmentatires and Diminutixes.

Among the peculiarities which the Spanish, Portu-

guese, and Italian languages have in common, are those

of augmenting and diminishing the signification of words

by the addition of certain syllables to the end of them.

In the Spanish, the syllables augmenting the signifi-

caticni are on, azo, ona, aza, ote ; as from Hombre, a

man ; hombron, hombrazo, liombronazo, a great, big, or
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large man : Muger, a Avonian ; mugerona, mugeraza,

miigeronaza, a great woman, a large gross woman :

Grande, great
;

grandon, grandote, grandazo, very

great, huge.

In the Portuguese they are zarrao, eh^ao, eironay

0)10, ona ; as from Homem, a man ; homemzarrcib, a

great man : Tola, a fool ; toleirdo, tokirona, a great

fool : Molher, a woman ; molherona, a large woman.

In the Italian they are one, accio ; as Cappello, a hat

;

cappellone, a great hat ; cappellaccio a great ugly hat

:

Sala, a hall ; salone, a large hall ; salaccia, a great nasty

hall : also in ame, denoting abundance ; as gentamCj

abundance of people.

In the Spanish the diminutives are ico, ica, illo, ilia,

ito, ita, uelo, uela, ete, in, ejo, and en: as Chico, a

young one, or smaW
; ,chigiiito, chiqidllo, chicuelo, chi-

(juiluelo, a pretty little one, or very small : Caho, bald

;

cabvete, rather bald : Espada, sword ; espadin, a little

sword : Animal, an animal ; animalejo, an animalcule.

In the Portuguese, in inho, inha, zinho, zinha: as

Bicho, a worm ; bichinho, a little worm : Irmao, a bro-

ther ; irmaozinho, a dear little brother.

In the Italian, in ino, ina, etto, etta, ello, ella, uccio,

?iccia, iczzo, icciiiolo : as Povero, poor
;
poverino, pove-

retto, poverello, poverina, a poor little man or woman :

Uomo, a man ; liomiiccio, uomuzzOf mmicciulo, a dwarf,

pr poor little man, &c.
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THE ADJECTIVES.

In the Spanisli, Portuguese, and Italian languages,

tiie adjective is not an indeclinable word, as in the En-

glisli ; but it has a masculine and feminine, a singular

and plural termination, agreeino; ^vith its noun in num-

ber and gender. Like the noun, and in this respect simi-

lar to tlie adjective in English, it has no variation of

termination for the different cases.

The rules which have been given for the formation of

the plural number of the nouns will sene for that of

the adjectives, with the sole exception of the Italian

adjectives in e, whose plural feminine change the final e

of the singular to an i.

The rules for the formation of the feminine are very

simple ; as the feminine is formed, in the Spanish, Por-

tuguese, and Italian, by the addition of an a to the

masculine sinfiular, where it terminates in a consonant,

and by the change of oto a where the masculine singular

terminates in the former vonel. Adjectives ending in e

are common to bodi genders in all three languages.

In the Italian, adjectives all end either in o or e in

tiie masculine singular ; the plural of the former is in i

for the masculine and e for the feminine, and of the lat-

ter; in i for both genders.

To the general rule, in Spanish and Portuguese, for

the formation of the feminine of adjectives ending in a

consonant in the masculine singular, there are some ex-

ceptions : viz.

In the Spanish, some adjectives in / are common to

both genders ; as Juateniaf, Jiel, facil, azul: others in
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r; as secular, familiar, superior, inferior: others in s;

as cortes, torrentes, monies : others in z ; as capaz, soez,

feliz, veloz: and also some in a and ?', common to both

genders ; as Persa, escrila, Moscovita, J ''aladi, Turqui.

In the Portuguese, the adjectives ending in cz and /

are for the most part common to both genders : some

few, as Francez, Fortuguez, Hespanhol, follow the ge-

neral rule, and make Franceza, Fortugueza, Ilespa-

iihola.

Of the adjectives, some are placed before and others

after the noun, and it is difficult to give any certain

general rule for their position. If of one or two sylla-

bles they generally precede, and if ofmore than iwo sylla-

bles succeed, the noun. If there are more than one

adjective they are all placed after the noun, as are also

adjectives of names of nations, of colours, of figure, or

expressive of some natural or physical quality.

M''hen the following adjectives are placed before the

noun, they lose the final vowel of the masculine singular

:

Spanish

—

Bueno, malo, alguno, primero, uno, nin-

gu?io, postrcro : and also gi'ande becomes gran ; santo,

san ; and cicnto, citn.

Portuguese

—

Cenlo becomes cem.

Italian

—

Uno, buono, and likewise grande, santo, hello,

quello, make o-r^/?, san, bel, and quel: the first, or^w, re-

mains so even before a substantive of the feminine

gender*.

Adjectives of dimensions come after the words of the

* See Observations on the Retrenchment of the Vowel in thp

Italian Language, at the end of this work,
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measure of magnitude, as in the Englisli, but are pre-

ccdeil by the preposition de^ de, di ; as

Spanish

—

Sets pies, dc alto, dc anclio, de largu, &c.

Portuguese

—

Seis pics, dc alto, dc largo, dc comprido,

kc.

Italian

—

Set piedi, di alio, di ampio, di lungo, &c.

English

—

Si^vfeet, high, broad, loiig.

Degrees of Comparison.

1st, The comparative is formed by the aid of the

adverbs : viz.

as,

There are however in each language some adjectives of

the comparative degi'ee, which are such of themselves

without the addition of the adverbs ; as,

SPAXISII.
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Besides which mode, the superlative degi'ee is also

formed by the addition, to the positive degi-ee, omitting

its final vowel, of

SPANISH. POnrUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

isimo issinio issimo est.

as,

bellisimo bellissinio bellissimo handsomest.

There are a few exceptions to this rule in the Spa-

nish and Portuguese languages ; as

In the Spanish, bueno makes bonisimo ; fuertefforti-

simo ; fiel^ fidelisimo : and the adjectives in ble change

that syllable into hili ; as amable, ainabilisimo : bueno

also makes Optimo; mala, pemno ; grande, maxima;

pefjueTw, mimmo ; ba.vo, injimo ; and alio^ supremo.

In the Portuguese, frio urakes J^rigidissimo; anfigo,

antiguissimo ; capaz, capacissimo ; nobre, nobilissimo

;

iicvl', acerrimo; rico, i^iquissimo ; bom, bonissimo ; Jiel,

Jidelissimo ; sagrado, sacratissimo.

The word than following the comparative degree of

an adjective is rendered differently in the Spanish, Por-

tuguese, and Italian; as,

In the Spanish.— 1st, When it is followed by a noun

or pronoun, it is rendered by que ; as mas 'virtuoso que

Socratc,—que fu, more virtuous than Socrates,—than

thou. 2nd, T/inn ivhat are rendered by de lo que ; as

mas sabio de lo que pensaron, wiser than what they

thought, or wiser than they thought. 3rd, Before a

cardinal number or noun of quantity, by de; as tcnemos

mas de dos libros, we liave more than two books.

In the Portuguese.— 1st, lltan is rendered by y^^e ;

as mais Iranco que a neve, 'whiter than snow. 2nd,

Than xvliat, by do que; as isto he mais do que eu Ihe
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d'lsse, this is more than uhat I told him. 3rd, Thariy

after superior^ inferior, and some others, is rendered by

the dative case ; as o outro he superior a este, the other

is superior to this.

In the Itidian.— 1st, Than is rendered by the geni-

tive case ; as piu chiaro del sole, cleaier than the sun

;

piu dotto di Cicerone, more learned than Cicero; piu

stimato di me, more esteemed than I
; piu hello di mio

fratcUo, more handsome than my brother. 2nd, Ex-

cept than be followed by an adjective, a verb, or an

adverb, when it is rendered by che ;^ 2iS piu biancho che

giallo, more \vhite than yellow
; piu povero che ricco,

more poor than ricli ; scrive piu che non parla, he writes

more than he speaks ; e mcglio tardi che mai, it is bet-

ter late than never.

The Cardinal Numbers are,

SPANISH.
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SPANISir.

duodecimo

tercio dccinio

quarto dccimo

quinto decinio

deciino sexto

PORTUGUESE.

duodecimo

dccimo tercio

decimo quarto

dccimo quinto

decimo sexto

decimo scptimo decimo sctimo

decinio octavo decimo oitavo

decimo nono decimo nono

vigesimo vigesimo orven-

tesimo

ITALIAK. ENGLISH.

duodecimo twelfth

decimo icr/.o thirteenth

decimo quarto fourtcentli

decimo quinto fifteentli

decimo sexto sixteenth

decinio settimo seventeenth

decimo ottavo eighteenth

decimo nono nineteenth

ventesimo twentietli

vigcsinio primo vigesuno pri

meiro

trigesimo trigesimo trentesimo

quadragesimo quadragesimo or quarentcsimo

quarentesimo

quinquagesimo quinquagesimo cinquantesimo

sexagesimo sexagesimo sessantesimo

septuagesimo septuagesimo scttantesimo

octosesimo

ventesimo primo one-and-twen-

tieth

thirtieth

fortieth

fiftieth

sixtieth

seventietli

eightieth

ninetieth

one hundredth

two hundredth

three hundredt'

four hundredtl

octagesimo ottantesimo

nonagesimo nonagesimo nonantesimo

centesimo centesimo centesimo

ducentesimo duzentesimo ducentesimo

trecentesimo trecentesimo trecentesimo

quadrigentesimo quadragentesinio quattrocente-

simo

quingentesimo quingentesimo cinquecentesimo five hundredtl

sexentesimo sexentesimo seicentesimo six hundredt)

septingentesimo septingentesimo settecentesimo seven liundre(

octogentesimo octagentesimo ottocentesimo eight hundred
nonagente.iimo nonagentesimo novecentesiuio nine hundredtl

milesimo, &c. millesimo, &c. niillesimo, &c. one thousandtJi,&,

THE PRONOUNS.

The Pronouns may be di\ ided into four species : viz.

Personal, Demonstrative, Possessive, and Relative.
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The personal pronouns are,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

First Pers. Sing. Yo Eu lo I.

Plur. Nos or nosotros, "> ^„
. ^ . > nos noi we.

and fern, nosotras J

Second Pers. Sing. Tu tu tu thou.

Plur. Vos or vosotros, ")

J n ^ > vos vol you or ye.
c«a/ew. vosotras J •' •'

Third Pers. Sing. Masc. El elle egli he.

Fem. Ella ella ellaoressa she.

Neut. Ello — it.

Plur. Masc. Ellos elles eglino \ ,

Fcvi. Ellas ellas elleno, esse J
^'

They are declined as follows :

First Person.—SingulaT' Number.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

N. Yd Eu Io I.

G. De mi De min Di me Ofme, mine.

Z). A, or para, mi, me A,o?para, mira, me A me, mi To me.

A. Me, a mi A mim, me Me, mi Me.

Ah. For mij conmigo For mim, comigo Dame,con"» For, with

meco

Plural Number.

/

Kom. Nos or nosotros,
j ^.^^ ^^.^ ^y

nosotras J

Gen. De nosotros, "J T^ rv • r\c
J ^

' >Denos Di noi Of us, ours,
de nosotras, J

Dat. A nosotros, nos, ") . a • • t-
' ' > A nos, nos A noi, ci lo us.

a nosotras J ' '

Ace. Nos, a nosotros, i ^ ^^^^ ^^. ^j ^^,^^

a nosotras J

y^W. For nosotros, ) t, t\ • x? i

, ' > For nos Da noi For, by, us.
por nosotras 5

•'

Second Pei^son.—Shigular Number.

N. Tu Tu Tu Thou.

G. De ti De ti Di te Of thee, thine.

D. A ti, te A ti, te A te, ti To thee.

A. Te, a ti A ti, te Te, ti Thee.

y. Tu Tu Tu Thou.

A. Por ti, contigo De ti, comtigo Da te, conte, teco For, from, thee.
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Second Person.—Plural Number.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Kom. Vos, vosotros, ) ^^^ y^j You or Ye.
vosotras j

Gen. De vosotros, ) r\ tv • r\c ., . ^....^
, , ' > De vos Di vol Ul you, yours.
de vosotras J

j ^ .^

Dal. A vosotros, os,) . a • • t «
' > A vos, vos A vol, VI lo you.

a vosotras 5
' ' •'

Ace. A vosotros, os, ) . \t • • v^ .
' > A vos, vos Voi, VI 1 ou.

a vosotras ^ '

Voc. Vosotros, ) ir 1' • V'

> Vos vol leor.you.
vosotras \

•'

ALL Por vosotros, ) ,-, -rv - t?
' > Porros Da vol rromyou.

por vosotras )
'

Third Person.—Masculine Geyidcr.

Sins^ular Number.

Norn.
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Third Person, Feminine.—Plural Niwiber.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Knm. Ellas Ellas Elleno, esse They.

Gen. De ellas D' ellas Di loro Of them, theirs.

Dat. A ellas, les A ellas, Ihes A loro, loro To them.

^cc. A ellas, las A ellas, as Loro, le Them.

ML Por ellas Por ellas Da loro From them.

Neuter Gender.—Singular Number.

Nom. Ello, lo '

• It.

Gen. De ello, delo Of it. Its.

Dat. A ello, alo To it.

Ace. Lo, lo —

—

—

—

It.

Abl. Por ello, por lo ——- • For it.

Besides the foregoing, there is another personal pro-

noun which has no nominative case, and is the same in

the masculine and feminine genders, and singular and

plural numbers : viz.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Gen. De si De si De se Of himself, herself, itself,

themselves.

Dat. A si, se A si, se A se, si To &c.

Ace. Se, a si Se, a si Si, se Himself <S:c.

All. Por si Por si Da se For himself &c.

All the foregoing pronouns are frequently compound-

ed \vith the pronouns

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Sing. Mismo, misma Mesmo, mesraa Stesso, stessa Self.

Plur. Mismos, mismas Mesmos, mesmas Stessi, stesse Selves.

as,

Yo mismo Eu mesmo lo stesso I myself.

The personal pronouns when in the dative and accu-

sative cases are usually, in English, placed after the verb;

but in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages

they are most commonly placed before the verb, be-

tween it and its nominative case when expressed. Where
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two pronoun^ occur toijctlicr, the first person precedes

the second and third, and the second person the third ;

but although tliey arc commonly placed before the verb,

yet the construction of the sentence is frequently as good

"vvhen they follow the verb : indeed, the rule is always to

place them after, when the verb is in the infinitive or im-

perative mood, or a gerund.

In the Spanish, you may say mc amas, or cimas

me, indifferently; but if the nominative be expressed, 3'OU

must say ios buenos me aman, and not aman me. In the

beginning of a sentence you may say pregantaran me

acaso, or acaso me pregimtaran, but not acaso me pre-

gunfaran. When iios, vos, or os, follow the verb, it drops

its final consonant ; as salgamonos for salgajnos nos ; and

when me, te, le, la, lo, se, les, Ios, las, follow the verb,

they are written with it as one word, although there

may be more than one pronoun ; as husquenmele.

In the Portuguese, him, her, them, and it, are ex-

pressed by 0, a, OS, and as, either before or after the

verb : in the second person singular and first and se-

cond persons plural, when they come after the verb, the

verb loses its final s, and the pronoun takes an / before'

it ; also after the infinitive mood the final r of the verb

is sunk, and the pronoun likewise augmented by an /; as

tu amalo, para amalo.

In the Italian, loro always comes after the verb
;

and, whether before or after the verb, us, you, me, thee,

him, her, it, when in the dative or accusative cases, are

expressed by ci, xi, mi, ti, si, gli, &c.

In addressing each other, the Spaniards, Portuguese,

D
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and Italians do not, as the Englisii, make use of the

pronoun of the second person plural, j/o^^ but of a noun

with a possessive pronoun, or of the pronouns personal

of the third person : thus, to express You are in the

rlghty the Spaniard would say

Vuestra me?xed~\

written Vm. ( ,.

contracted into and j Tr., i
j

pronounced J J
The Portuguese, Vossa merce 1

written Vm<:e >tem razao.

pronounced Vosmerce J

Tlie Italian, Vostra signoria ^
written V, S. \ha rag'iom.

pronounced Vossignoria J

making use of the personal pronouns of the third per-

sons where vm.^ tv^ce., v. s., cannot be used. In the

Italian, however, Vossigfioria is become obsolete among

the fashionable Italians, and it is better to use Ilsig?ior€j

La signora, and the pronouns of the third person when

you address another.

The English use the verb to be, impersonally, in ex-

pressing the phrases, It is I, It is thou, &c. ; but the

idiom of Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, requires the

Verb to agree with its nominative case ; thus. It is /, //

is thou, must be rendered in

Spanish by Soy yo, Eres tu.

Portuguese Sou e«, Es tu.

Italian Sono io, Sei tu, &c.
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The Demonstrative Pronouns are,

in the
SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

J»r Rvtr, e-t<»-. I'.ste, tstcs. Qucsto, cistui, q'u sli, custoro.
")

F. I'.sta, tstas. F.sta, cstas. Questa, c-istei, queste, costora.> This, tlicse.

N. Esto, Isto, Questo, cio, J

M. Ese, csoj. Esse, essos. Quel, quello, qiielli, quei, '\

r. ^.f"-'"', • ''°!r''' , > Tl'at, those.
F. F.sa, esas. Essa, essas. Qiulla, colei, qutlle, coloro.f

N. Eso, Isso, Questo, cio, —— J

M. Aquel, aqucllos. Aqnelle, aquclles. CoUii, coloio. ")

F. Aquella, aqiiellas. A(|uelia, aquellas. Cole:, coloro. > That, those.

N. Aqiiello, Aquillo, j

In the Spanish and Portuguese, the above demonstra-

tive pronouns are frequently compounded with the ad-

jective.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

OtrOf otra. Outro, oulra. Other; as,

Estotro, estotra. Estoutro, estoutra. Tliis other.

Esotro, esotra. Essoutro, essoutra. ? That other, &c.
Aquelotro, aquel laotra. Aquelloutro, aquelloutra. J

The different cases of these pronouns are formed by

the aid of the prepositions, in the same manner as those

of the articles and nouns. In the genitive cases of the

Spanish and Portuguese there is an ellipsis of the vowel

e of tlie preposition dc, making d'este^ d'ese, d'agitel,

&c. ; also in the Portuguese, when the preposition em

comes before a demonstrative pronoun, custom has au-

thorized its being changed into an n; as on este, &c. are

written and pronounced neste, &c.

In the Italian, questi and ijuegU are often used for

the singular ; as Questifufelice, quegU sjortunato, This

man was happy, that unfortunate ; but only when speak-

ing of a man, or a higher rational being : in speaking of

a beast, animal, or inanimate thing, questo and qual are

used.

D 2
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The Posscam-c Pronouns arCy

in tlie

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ' ENGLISH.

Singular Number.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern, Alasc. Fern.

Mio, mia. Meu, niinha. Mio, niia. My, mine.

Tuj'o, tuya. Teu, tua. Tuo, tua. Thy, thine.

Suyo, suya. Seu, sua. Suo, sua. His, her, hers.

Nuestro, nuestra. Nosso, nossa. Nostro, nostra. Our, ours.

Vuestro, vuestra. Vosso, vossa. Vostro, vostra. Your, yours.

Suyo, suya. Seu, sua. Loro; loro. Their, theirs.

Plural Number.
Mios, mias. Meus, minhas. Miei, mie. My, mine.

Tuyos, tuyas. Teus, tuas. Tuoi, tue. Thy, thine.

Suyos, suyas. Seus, suas. Suoi, sue. His, her, hers.

Nuestros, nuestras. Nossos, nossas. Nostri, nostre. Our, ours,

Vuestros, vuestras. Vossos, vossas. Vostri, vostre. Your, yours.

Suyos, suyas. Seus, suas. Loro, loro. Their, theirs.

In the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages

the possessive pronouns do not agree in number and gen-

der, as in the English language with the possessor, but

with the person or thing possessed.

Their variation of cases is marked, like those of the

articles and nouns, by the aid of prepositions; but it must

be remembered that the Portuguese and Italians make

use of the definite article before these pronouns ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ..NGLISH.

Mi libro, O meu libro, 11 mio libro, My book,

excejjt before nouns of dignity and reladonship ; as,

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ^ ENGLISH.

Vossa magestade, Vostra maesta, Your majesty.

Meu pai, INlio padre, My father.

In the Si)anish, mio, tuyo, suyo, lose the last syllable

when they precede tlie noun ; as jlli patria, tu padre,

sufortuna. Had they followed, they would have retained

the syllables ; as Patria mia, padre tmio, fortuna suya-.
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In tlie Spanish, as well as in the Portuguese and Ita-

lian, Mhen these pronouns arc used relatively, that is,

"without a substantive expressed, the delinite article is

used before them ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Su padre y el mio, Sou pay e o men, Suo padre e il mio, Your father

and mine.

except after the verb to be, when the article is omitted

in each language ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN'. ENGLISH.

Es mio, He mcu, E mio, It is mine.

Es suyo, He seu, E suo, It is yours.

The second person singular, as appears from the fore-

going examples, is expressed by the pronoun of the third

person singular; and not, as in English, by the pronoun

of the second person plural.

When the possessive pronoun in English is prefixed

to a noun expressing any part of the body, it must be

rendered in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, in ge-

neral, by the definite article with a personal i)ronouii

preceding the verb ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

El me did Elle me deu Egli mi diedi He gave me his

la mano, a mao, or die la mano, hand.

Me duele la Me doe a Mi duole la testa, INIy head aches,

cabeza, tabeca,

T/te Relative Pronouns are,

in the "^
SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Quien, quienes. Quern, Che and chi, Who.
Qhc, Que, Ghe, That, aw^/ what?
El qual, la qual, Oqual, aqual, II qual, la quale,^
Los quales,lasquales, Osquaes, as- I quali, lequali, > Which.

qual ? quaes, qual ? quale .^ J
Cuyo, cuya, Cujo, cuja, l . ^..

Cuyos, cuyas, Cujos, cujas, J
^"^' wnose.
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Their variation of cases is marked by the aid of the

prej)ositiuns.

Ill Spanish, quien makes qu'ienes in the plural
;

que is common to both numbers
;
qual makes quaks^

and cmjo cuiia, cuyos ciiijas.

In Porliiguese, qucm and que are common, but

qual makes quaes in the plural, and cujo cuja, cujos

cujas.

In Italian, who, when not an inten'ogative, is che

;

when interrogative it is expressed by chi. It is also

more received to use che for who, which, and that, as

a relative, than quale, quali, il quale, i quali, laquale, Ic-

quali. The Italian idiom for xvhose is slightly different

from that of the English, Spanish, and Portuguese. In

the first of these, whose has no variation either of num-

ber, case, or gender : in the Spanish and Portuguese it

has a masculine and feminine, with singular and plu-

ral terminations agreeing, like the adjectives and posses-

sive pronouns, with the substantive or thing possessed
;

whilst in the Italian it has scarcely varied from the ge-

nitive case of the pronoun chi, who ; being expressed by

di cui and di chi; or by cui placed between the definite

article and the substantive. Whose may be expressed

in the Spanish and Portuguese also, as in the Italian and

in the English, by the genitive case of the pronouns

;

viz. in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

Quem^ que, elqual, Quern, que, aquel. Who, which.

In the Spanish and Portuguese, quien and quern

are used only for persons, que for both persons and

things ; when used interrogatively, the former are used
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for persons, and the latter for things. Quien and qucvi

are never used as relatives to nouns or pronouns in the

nominative and accusative cases, they may be so used

in the genitive, dative, and ablative cases.

Examples.

SPANISH. POnXUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

jQuien ps el hombre > QueDi he o homem ? Chi e 1' uomo ? Who is the man ?

(Qual es el hombre? CJiial he o h >mem ? Quale e 1' uomo? Which is the man?

(Que OS el homhrc ? Que he o homem ? Clie fe P uomo ? What i? ihe man ?

jQue hori.bre es aqiiel ? Que homem eaquelle? Cheuomocquel? >Vhat man is Dial?

El hnmhre que, ond O homem que, and L' uomo che, '"'X'ln.g ^__ yshn.
»i«-fr qiiicii. 7!ei'er quern. 1' uomo il quale, J

£1 hombre cuya casa. O homem cnja casa. L' uomo la cui The man whose

ca.<a. h'luse.

^Cuya es aquella casa ? Cuja be aquella casa ? A cui I la casa ? Whose house is

that ?

f> , „ ^ •
I II ^ Le oui bellezze.o'O Whose beau-

Luvas bcllezas. Cujas bellezas. -< , • u n^ f .-^^•'

2 Leiucui bellezze. J ties.

C Al cui padre, or An.
p^,^^^^^^^.

1 *i'/'"7'''i':^'°''r »her.
[ Al padre dicui. J

Yo, que amo, and Eu, que amo, and ? , , i i i ^
/,- ,1. > lo, che amo. 1, who love.

«o/io, quien. ;io< hu, quern. \
' '

M'hved Pronouns.

In the Portuguese and Italian languages, from cus-

tom in pronunciation and writing, a class of pronouns

has arisen called mivcd, that is, two pronouns coming

together form but one word : this in reality is only a

contraction ; but as this class of pronouns forms a great

difficulty in learning these languages, giammarians have

given the following list

:

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN, ENGLISH.

Mixed: Uncoin- Mixed. Uncom-
pounded. pounded.

Mo, Me o. rMelo, Mi lo. J JNIe of it, him ; it to me.

A riiyo padre, or Al A cnjo padre, or Ao
padre dc quicn. padre de quern.

Il lo. J Me of it,

^ Mene*, Mi ne. >
[i la. S Me of it,Ma, Me a. LMela, Mi la. S ^^ of it, her j it to me.

* The particle ne, signifying some, or ofii, is not found classed

among the pronoun^, although from this use of it it ought to be so,

and also as the poets use it for ci, us.
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PORTUGUESE.

Mired. Uncom-
pounded.

Mo OS.

ITALIAN.

Mos,
Mas,

To,

'ia,

Tos,

Tas,

Sclo,

Sela,

Selos,

Selas,

Lho,

Lha,

Lhos,

Lhas,

Nolo,

Kola,

Kolos,

Kolas,

Volo,

Vola,

Volos,

Volas,

Me as.

Te o.

Tea.

Teos.

Te as.

Selo.

Sela.

Se Ids,

Se las.

Lhe 0.

Lhe a.

Lhe OS.

Lhes 0.

Lhe as.

Lhes a.

Kos o.

Kos a.

Kos OS.

Kos as.

Vos 0.

Vcs a.

Vos OS.

Vos as.

Afixed.

Meli,

Mele,

J Tcne,

I Tela,

Tell,

Tele,

r Selo,

< Sene,

L Sela,

Sell,

Sele,

rGlielo,

< Ghene,
LGliela,

Glieli,

Uncom-
pounded.

Mi H.

Mi le.

Ti lo.

Ti ne.

Ti la.

Tili.

Ti le.

Se lo.

Se ne.

Se la.

Seli.

Se le.

Gli lo.

Gli ne.

Gli la.

Gli li.

Gliele, GU le.

{Celo,
Cene,
Cela,

Celi,

Cele,

rVelo,

< Vene,

I Vela,

Veli,

Vele,

Cilo.

Ci ne.

Cila.

Cili.

Cila.

Vilo.
V^i ne.

Vila.

Vi li.

Vi le.

ENGLISH,

"X
Me of them.

S Them to me.

^ Tliee of it or him, or

> it to thee.

J Thee of it or her, or it

to thee.

Thee of thera, or

Them to thee.

~) It to him, her,

> or

J themselves.

}Them to him, her, or

themselves.

^ To him or her of it,

> or it to him or

J her.

}To them of it, to him
or to her of them.

>Us of it, or it to us.

\ Them to us.

>You of it, or it to you.

}
You of them, or theni

to you.

The following words are usually put dov.n by gram-:

marians as improper pronouns, partaking somevyhat of

the nature of a pronoun and an adjective.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Quienqujera, quie- Quemquer. Chiunque. ^Vl^osoever.

nes quiera.

Qualquiera, quales Qualquer, quaes Qualsivoglia. Whatsoever.

quiera. quer.

Cada. Cada. Ogni. Each.
,
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SPANISH. POHTUGUESE. ITALIAN. KVGLISIT.

Cada uno, cada Cada hum, cada Ciascuno, cias- Every one,

una. huma. cuna. each.

Alf^uno, alguna. Algum, alguma. AlcunO; alcana. ") <> ,

Aljrunos, algunas. Algiins, algumas. Alcuni, alcune. / °^ ^'

Xadic. Niiigueiii. Nissuno. Nobody.
Ninguno, nin- Nenlmm, ncn- Yeruno. *\

guna. huma. I „
Kingunos, nin- Nenhums, nen- Yeruna.

(

guna£. humas. J

With some others: but as the propriety of such a clas-

sification may fairly be questioned, no further notice

need be taken of them here.

THE VERBS.

The auxiUary verbs in Spanish and Poi tuguese are

four, and in the Italian two, viz.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH,

Haber. Haver. Avcre. ^

Tener. Ter. Tenere, vol classed as >To have.

an auxiliary verb. J
Ser. Ser. Essere. ^
Estar. Estar. Stare, not classed as > To be.

an auxiliary. J

The Spanish and Portuguese grammarians have usual-

ly classed the auxiliary verbs in the foregoing manner,

although I think it is to be doubted M'hether tene?' in

Spanish, harer in Portuguese, and estar in both lan-

guages,* can properly be called auxiliaries. The Por-

tuguese undoubtedly use /er as the auxiliary verb where

the Spaniards use haber, and the Italians axere; but

ier is also in Portuguese a verb active, havings the

same signitications, which are many, as tencr in Spanish

and tenere in Italian. And in like manner estar in
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Spanish and Portugnese has the same significations as

stare in Italian. Althongh the Italian grammarians do

not class temre and stare among their auxiliaiy verbs,

yet, as they are evidently the same verbs as tener, ter^

and cstar, in Spanish and Portuguese, their conjuga-

tions are given with those of these Spanish and Portu-

guese auxiliaries, as the grammarians (improperly, I

conceive, except ter,) call them. In general they may

be rendered one for the other in translating from one

language to the other, although in each language they

have their peculiar significations, which can only be

learned by studying its peculiar idioms : thus, ter, as

has been observed before, is the auxiliary verb in the

Portuguese, where the Spaniards and Italians use haber

and avere; whilst ter retains, and is used in, most of the

same significations as tener in the Spanish and fefiere

in the Italian.

There is an idiom in the use of the verb /uiber, havery

common to the Spanish and Portuguese languages : thus,

they say in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

He de haber. Hei de haver. I must have.

Habia de haber. Havia de haver. I was to have»

Habre de haber. Haverei de haver. I shall be obliged to have.

&c. &c.

And the Italians use the verb at'o^e with the preposi-

tions da and a, for the verb dovere ; as Ho dafare, I

ought to speak ; A-cendo a dire, Being to speak : in the

sense of dovendo dire. The Portucruese also have an

idiom for expressing the future time by placing the auxi-

liary verb haver after the infinitive mood of another

verb ; as Dar vos hei, I will give you ; Dar Ihe hei, I
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will give to him, Sec. : and also for the preteiimperfect

tense subjunctive mood ; as Da?^ Ihe hia, I should give

to him. Which modes of expressinsi; seem to be only

the uaabbre\iated old methods, which probably were

also in use to express each tense of every verb, but

which usage has altered into tenses with terminations ;

for there can be but little doubt that da?ri and dar hei,

daria and dar hia, having the same significations, are

one and the same, tlie former being the abbreviations of

the latter.

The Conjugation of the simple* Tenses of the

Auxiliary Verb, in

SPANISH.

Haber.

poutuguese.

Haver.

ITALIAN.

Avere.

ENGLISH.

To have.

Haber.

Habido,

Habiendo.

IXFIXITIVE MOOD.

Haver. Avere.

Habendo.

Gerund.

Avendo.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Yo he Eu hey lo ho

tu has tu has tii hai

el ha elle ha egli ha

nosotros hemos nos havemos noi abbiamo

or habemos or hemos

•vosotros habeis vos haveis or voi avcte

heis

cllos han. elles hao. eshno hanno.

To have.

Participle.

Havido. Avuto.
,

Had.

Having.

I have

thou hast

he hath or has

WQ have

ye have

they have.

* See Observations under the head of Compound Tenses, pag. 64.
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The CoxjUGATlOX of the simple Tenses of the Aux-

iliary Verb, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN". ENGLISH.

Tener. Ter. Tenere. To have.

IXFIXITIVE MOOD.

Tenef.
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SPANISH.
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Prcterimperfect conditional Tense.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISK.

fucramos foramos fossinio, fussimo we, &c.

or fuesemos or fossemos

fuerais foreis or fosseis foste, fuste ye, &c.

or fucscis

fueran forao or fossem. fossero, fussero. they, &c.

or fuesen

Seria

serlas

seria

seriamos

seriais

serian.

Fuere

fueres

fuere

fueremos

fuereis

fueren.

Seria

serias

seria

seriamos

serieis

seriao.

For

fores

for

formos

forcles

forem.

Sarei

saresti

sarebbe

saremmo

sareste

I would, could,

should, or might be
thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

sarebbero, sarebbono. they &c.

Future Tense.
I may be

thou may be
" he may be

. W' e may be
— ye may be

they may be.

The Italians in all the compound tenses of Essere,

and also of Stare, to be, do not use the auxiliary \ erb

Avere, to have, but Essere, to be ; as,

Sojio stalo, I have been, and not Ho stalo ; and so throughout.

The Spanish and Portuguese use Ilahcr and Haver,

to have (as the English) ; example,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

He sido or estado. Hei sido or estado. I have been, &c.

The Conjugation of the simple Tenses of the Auxi-

liaiy Verb, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH^

Estar. Estar. Stare. To be.

Fstar.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Estar. Stare. To be.
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SrAXIStl. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Participle.

Estado. Estado. Stato. Been.

Gerund.

Estando. Estando. Stando. ' Being.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Yo estoy
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SPANISH. PORTL'GUF.SE. ITAI.IAK. EKGLISH.

/•)(f !{}•( TenSI'.

Estuviere Estivcr I may be

\stuvieres estiveres thou may be

estuviere estiver lie may be

istuvioremos cstivermos — • we may be

fstuvicreis cstiverdcs ye may be

?stuvieren. citivcrem. they may be.

'I'he ilitrercMice betu ecn Ser and Estar in the Spanish

and Portuguese, and Esscrc and Start; in the Italian, is

considerable. The former, So' and Essere, have been

L'alled the substantive verbs, and are used in speaking

of the proper essence, quality or quantity of any thing.

The latter, Estar and.SV^//T, are used in speaking of any

adventitious (juality, or something not habitual : thus,

speaking of a man's disposition or habitual goodness,

you say,

SPAXISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Es bueno. He bom. E' buono. He is good.

Speaking of his healtli, you would say

Estii bueno, Estu bcm. Sta bene. He is well,

Ser and E.ssere signify to be, to eiist ; but Estar and

Stare signify to be with respect to situation or circum-

stances ; and besides this signitication they have many

others, 'i'hcy are used also (as in the English the

verb To be is) with the gerund to denote the present and

other tenses of other verbs ; as in

SPANISH.
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The Conjugation of the Regular Verbs.

There are three conjugations of regular verbs in the

Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages.

The first conjugation in its infinitive mood ends in

SPANISH. rORTUOUESE.

ar, ar,

as

A mar. Amar,

The second in

er, evy

as

Vender. Vender,

The third in

ir, ir,

as

ITALIAN.

are,

Amare.

Vendere.

zre.

To love.

To sell.

Abrir. Abrir. Aprire. To open.

These verbs, that is all the regular verbs, are conju-

gated by changing the terminations of the infinitive

moods in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Conjuga- rl. ar, ar, are,

tion as by^ 2. er, er, ere,

number. Ls. ir, ir, ire,

into the following ; viz. for

The Participle*.

h
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Tlie FiKsr Coxjugatiox, Regular Verbs, simple

Tenses onlv, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGI.ISJf.

Ar. Ar. Are.

INFIXITIVE MOOD.

Aniar. Amar. Amare. To love.

Participle,

Amado. Amato. Loved.

Gcnnid.

Amando. Amando, Loving,

INDICATIVE MOOD.
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aPANISII.

Ainaria

anianas

anuin'a

amanainos

amariais

amarian.

Amare
amares

amare •

amaremos

amarcis

aniaren.

POUTUCUESE. ITALIAN'.

Preferimperfect coudit'ioiial

Amaria Amerei

amanas

amaria

amariamos

amarieis

amariao.

amcresti

amorebbe

anievenimo

amereste

amerebbero.

Future Tense.

Amar
amares

amar

ainarmos

amardes

aniarem.

EKOLISH.

Ten.^.

I should, would,

could, or iijight

love.

thou, Sec.

he, &c.

we. Sec.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

I ma)'^ or shall love.

thou, &c.

he; &c.

we, 8cc.

ye, <ivc.

they, &c.

The Second Conjugation, Regular Verbs, simple

Tenses only, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH..

Er, Er. Ere.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Vender. Vender, Vendere. To sell.

Participle.

Vendido. Vcndido. Venduto. Sold.

Gerund.

Vendiendo. Vendendo. Vendcndo. Selling.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Vendo
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SP \ M-H. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN". EN'CLISir.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Venda
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SPAXISir. PORTUGUESE.

vemlicreinos venJennos

vendierois venderdes

vendieren. venderem.

ITALrA!(r. ES^GtlSK.

we may or shall sell

ye, &c.

they, &c.

The Third Conjugatiox, Regular Verbs, simple

Tenses only, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Ir. Ir. Ire.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Abrir.

Abierto*.

Abriendo.

A^'jiir.

Abrido.

Abrindo.

Aprire.
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SPANISH.

Abriera

or abriese

abrieras

or abrieses

abriera

or abriese

aI>rieramos

(rr abriesemos

abrierais

or abrieseis

abrieran

or abriesem.

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Preferimperfect Tense.

Abrira

or abrisse

abriras

or abrisse*

abrira

or abrisse

abriramos

or abrissemos

abrirais

or abrisseis

abrirao

or abrissem.

Aprissi

aprissi

aprisse

aprissimo

apriste

aprissero.

ENGLlSlfi

I could, might,

would, or should

open

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

Abriria

abririas

abriria

abririamos

abririais

abririan.

Abrlere

abrieres

abriere

abrieremos

abriereis

abrieren.

Preferimperfect conditional Tense.

Abriria Aprirei I should, would,

could, or might

open

abririas apriresti thou, &c.

abriria aprirebbe he, &c.

abririamos apriremnio we, &.C,

abririeis aprireste ye, &c.

abririao. aprirebbero. they, &:c.

Future Tense.

Abrir

abrires

abrir

abrirmos

abrirdes

abrirem.

I may or shall open

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

Compound Tenses.

In the conjugations given of the regular and auxi-

liary verbs, the simple tenses only have been set down :

the three languages, however, like the English, have

what are styled in giammars, Compound Tenses, com-
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posed of tlic part'icipk and the auxiliaiy verb To have

;

for which kittcr tlie Spaniards make use of Hahei\ the

Itahans of Ave?x% but the Portuguese use Te7\ The

conjugation of the first person of every compound tense

of one verb in tlie first conjugation will be a suflicient

example, as the participle of any other verb placed

after the different tenses of the auxiliary verbs Habere

Tef% Avere, w ill form the compound tenses of that verb,

in the same manner as its compound tenses are formed

in English by placing the participle after the different

tenses of the auxiliary verb To have.

Compound Tenses of the Verb

SPANISH. PORTUCJUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Amar. Amar. Amare. To love.

Compound, or Past, Participle.

Ilaber amado. Ter amado. Avere amato. To have loved.

Compound of the Gerund.

Habiendoaraado.Tendo amado. Avendo anaato. Having loved.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Compound of the Present Tense.

Yo he amado. Eu tenho amado. lo ho amato. I have loved.

Compound of the Past Tense.

Yo habia amado. Eu tinha amado, lo avevo amato. I liad loved.

Compound of the Future Tense.

Yo habrt' amado. Eu terei amado. lo avro amato. I shall liave loved.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Compound of the Present Tense.

Que Que Che That

Yo haya amado. Eu tenha amado. lo abbia amato. I may have loved.

E
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Compound of the Pnferimperfect Tense.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Si Se Se If
Yo hubiera or hu- Eu tivera or ti- lo avessi I should, would,

biese aniado. vcsse aniado. amato, could, or might

have loved.

Compound of the Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Yo habria amado. Eu teria amado. lo avrei a- I should, would,
'

mate. could, or might,

have loved.

Compound of the Future Tense.

Si Se If

Yo hubiere amado. Eu tiver amado, I shall have loved,

VERBS PASSIVE.

The Passive signification of the verb may be rendered,

as in the English, by conjugating the participle with

the auxiliary verb, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Ser, Ser, Essere, To be

;

as,

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Ser amado. Ser amado. Esscrc amato. To be loved.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Yo soy amado Eu sou amado lo sono amato I am loved

tu eres amado tu es amado tu sei amato thou art loved

el es amado elle he amado egli e amato he is loved

nosotros somos nos somos ama- noi siamo amati we are loved

amados dos

vosotros sois vos sois amados voi siete amati ye are loved

amados

ellos son amados. elles sao amados. eglino sono amati. they are loved.
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And in like manner through all the other moods and

tenses : onlv it must be observed that the partieiple

agrees in gender and number -with the nominative case.

The above example is for the masculine gender. If femi-

nine, the first persons would be

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Yo soy amada Eu sou amada lo sono amata I am loved

nosotros somos nos somos ama- noi siarao amatc. we are loved,

amadas. das.

And in like manner for the other persons, moods, and

tenses, when the nominative case is of the feminine

gender.

Besides the foregoing mood, which is similar to the

Engli.'r^h metliod of expressing the passive voice, there

is an idiom in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian lan-

guages, by which the passive signification, in the infini-

tive mood and in the third persons of the other moods,

is given by means of the pronoun, in

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Sc, SCy Si,

as for example;

Spanish.—La gramatica se esfucUa para hablar con pro-

priedad,pero -J , " ,. > lalecciondelos^ ' *
(^ or aeve anadirse J

autores classicos.

Portuguese.— A. grammatica se estuda para fallar com
. , , . ^ sedeveajuntar 1 , -^ ^

propnedade, mais < , •^. , >aleituraaos
^ '^

(^
or deve ajuntarse J

autores classicos.

Italian.—La grammatica si studia per parlare col pro"

. ^v ( si deve ao-i>'iu)io-ere 1 , , ,^ j ,•

pneta, ma < , ^» .
o

. > la iettiu'a aemi^ '
(^ or deve aggiungersi J

°

autori classici.
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E/ig/f.^h.— GY^mmaY is Studied in order to speak with

pvopriety, but reading of tlic classic authors ought

io he, added.

See also the Observations on the Impersonal Verbs

for lliis idiom.

THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

It is ini))ossible to give in parallel columns, examples

of all the Irregular Verbs of each language, the devia-

tions from the regular conjugations being difterent in

kind, and which cannot be reduced to rules that will

apply equally to all three languages. '

As a general rule it is to be observed, that in the

Spanish, all verbs ending in car, cer, cir; g'ar,ge7% gir

;

guir and quir ;—those in the Portuguese ending in car^

gar, and gir;—and those in the Italian terminating in

care and gare, differ from the regular conjugations in

those tenses, where the \ omcI a of the root becomes e

or /, and where the vo\^els e and i of the root become

a or ; but the difference can hardly be called an iiTe-

gularity, as it is made to preserve througliout the tenses

the soft or the hard pronunciation of the infinitive : thus.

In the Spanish, verbs in car change the c into iju, in those

tenses where the c would otherwise be followed by an e:

verbs in cer, cir, change the c into z, when aoY o would

otherwise follow c, except those in acer, ecer, and ocer,

V. hich take the z before the c in such tenses. The ter-

minations in gar place an u between the g and e: in ger,

gir, tlie g becomes aj in all tenses where a or o would
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Ibllovv the xf. Verbs in f/ui)^ lose tlie u before a or o, and

verbs in f/nir change tlie (ju to a c before a and o.

In the Portuguese, the verbs in car change tlie c into

^u before c : in gar they take 21 before c : and in gcr and

gir, the g becomes -a.J before a and 0,

In the Italian, verbs in care and ga?'e tike an h after

tlie r and o- in all the tenses where in the regular verbs

these letters would otherwise be followed by c and /.

E^vamples

:

Spanish.

—

Pecar, pcque ; "cencer, veifzo; i(nc'n\u)izo

;

pagar.pague; eager, cojo, c()ja;Jingu\finjo,ftnja; -se-

guir, sigo, siga; dellnquir, delbico, delinca:—and not

pece ; Teuco ; unco; page; cogo, coga; j'mgo, jinga

;

s'lguo, sigua ; deimquo, dellnqua.

Portuguese.

—

Peccur, pequei, peque ; pagar, pagac/,

pague; ajjiigir, qtjlijo, affiija: —and not pagei, page;

affligo, aJjUga.

Italian.

—

Peccare, percni, pccchlamo ; pagare, paghi,

pagliiamo:—and not pccci, pecciamo; pagi, pagiamo.

To one who is at all acquainted with the diiferent

j)ronunciations of these languages, the reason of the

foregoing changes will be obvious, and his e^li' ^vill rea-

dily enable him to retain the rule.

It may also be observed that, from custom, the i in

verbs in the Spanish ending in «er, cer, ob\ air, when

these two vowels are two syllables, is written ?/, in the

gerund, the preterperfect tense and its dependencies ; as

caer^ cai/c?ido, cayd, caj/era, caye^e, cai/crc, i^'c.
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Irregular Verbs of the First Conjugation.

In the Spanish language there are many verbs whose

irregularity does not consist in the difference of termi-

nation, but in the change or augmentation of some other

of its radical letters: thus, Acertar, To hit the mark, has

an i before the e in the three present tenses, excepting

in the first and second persons plural ; as,

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Acierto, aciertas, acierta; acertamos, acertais, acieiian.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Acierta, acierte; acertamos, acertad, aciertan.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Acierte, aciertes, acierte.; acertemos, acerteis, acierten.

It is regular in all its other tenses. In a similar ^33%

Acostar, To lie down, changes the of the second sylla-

ble of tlie infinitive into ue, in the same moods and

tenses ; as,

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Acuesto, acuestas, acuesta; acostamos, acostais, acuestaji.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Acuesta, acueste; acostenios, acostad, acuesten.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Acueste, acuestes, acueste; acostemos, acosteis, acuesten.
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This iiTcgularity appears to have arisen from tlie pe-

culiai' kind ol'ijronnnciiition Nvhich varions circunistancoB

have given to the Spanish, differing from the Portuguese

and Italian : ahiiost all verbs whose penultimate sylla-

ble is formed by the vowels e or o have this irregularity,

some few excepted ; as, Aborda, abortar, acedar, acen-

drar, acechar, acomodar, adelcntar, adorar, ajraitar,

alexar, alternar, amcdrentar, aperejar, apelar, aprore-

c/iar, arrogarsCy arrollar, asentar, to note, aseiitar, to

place, being irregular, asestar, asemejar, atobar, atro-

nar, atropar, celar, pesear, professar, atestcn\ to testify,

attstar, to stuff, being irregular, 'uifentar, arrogar,

derrogar, Intcrrogar, prorogar, subrogar, innovar,

dcstronar^ and entronar.—Jiigar, to play, likewise

changes the u into we, in the same tenses and persons

;

and also, ending in gar, takes tlie u before the e in those

tenses ^^here otherwise the e would immediately follow

the g of the root ; as,

IXDICATJVE MOOD.

. Present Tense.

Juego, juegas, juega; jugamos, jugais, juegan.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Juega, juegue; juguemos, jugad, jueguen.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Juegue, juegucs, juegue; juguemos, jugueis, jueguen.

Dar, To give, is irregular in some of its terminations,

and this verb is also irregular in the Portuguese and Ita-
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lian. The following are the tenses in which it deviates

from the regular conjugation.

' INFINITIVE MOOD.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Dar. Dar. Dare. To give.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Yo doy Eu dou lo do, reg. I give

tu das, reg. tii das, reg. tu dai. thou givest.

&c. &c. &c.

The other persons of this tense are regular.

Preferpcrfect Tense.

Dt
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SPANISH. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Preterimpcrfcct condltmial Toisr.

Regular. Andrei I should, &c. go,

andresti thou, &c.

andrebbe he, &c.

andremmo we, &c.

andrc'ste ye, &c.

andrebbero. they, &c.

Future Tense.

Anduviere I may or shall go.

anduvicres • thou, «S.c.

anduviere he, &c.

anduvieremos we, &c.

anduviereis ye, 6cc.

anduvieren. they, &c.

N.B. In the Italian the compound tenses are formed

l)y the auxiliary verb Essere, To be ; and not by Averc,

To have ; as lo sono andato, I have gone ; and so on

throughout.

There is (if we except Estar, To be,) but one irregu-

lar verb in the Portuguese language, of the first conju-

gation, which is Dar, To give ; whose conjugation has

been just given with that of the Spanish verb Dar. The

conjugation of E.star has already been given at length in

the Auxiliary Verbs, and need not therefore be repeated

here.

In the Italian there are but four irregular verbs in the

first conjugation ; viz. Andare, Dare, Stare, and Fare.

The irregular tenses of the two first have just been given

with the Spanish verbs Andar and Dar ; and /S'/«/Thas

been c®njugated at length in the Auxiliary Verbs.

—

Fare

was formerly Facere, and consequently of the second
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conjugation, of which several of its tenses retain the

regular terminations. Its conjugation is as follows :

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Fare, To do.

{Uegular according to the Second Conjugation.)

Facendo. Doing.

Participle.

Fatto. Done.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Teme.

Fo, fai, fa ; facciamo, fate, fanno. I do, &c.

Preterimperfect Tense.

(Regular according to the Second Conjugation.)

Facevo, facevi, faceva ; facevamo, facevate, facevano. I did, &c.

Preterperfect Tense.

Feci, facesti, fece ; facemmo, faceste, fecero. I did, &c,

Future Tense.

Faro, farai, fai'a ; faremo, farete, faranno. I shall do, &c,

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Fa, faccia ; facciamo, fate, facciano. Do, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Che That

Faccia, faccia, faccia; facciamo, facciate, facciano. I may do, &c.

Preterimperfect Tense.

{Regular according to the Second Conjugation.)

Facessi, facessi, facesse ; facessimo, faceste, facessero. I should

do, &c.

Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Farei, faresti, farebbe ; larcmmo, fareste, farebbero, I would
do, &c.
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Trregular Verbs of the Second Conjugation.

The iiTcgular verbs in this conjugation are numerous,

especially in the Italian language.

In the Spanish, there are several vi^hich deviate from

the general rule laid down for irregular verbs in cer, of

changing the c into ;: before o and a, as all verbs in acer^

ecer, and over, take a z before the radical c of the in-

finitive in those tenses where the c is followed by an a

or 0, except the verbs Hacer and Coce7\- ex. gr. Nacer,

vazco, nazca, and not nazo, iiaza, nor naco, naca.

There are several verbs whose penultimate syllables

are formed Avith the vowels e or o, which have the irre-

gularities that similar verbs of tlie first conjugation have,

of taking an / before the e and changing the o into we,

in the three present tenses, excepting in the first and

second persons plural of those tenses :—they are the

following,

Ascender, atender, cerner, cojidescender, contendery

defender, desatender, descender, encender, entender, ex-

tender, peder, pender, perder, tender, transcender, xerter^

and their compounds, except pretender and ofender.

Absolver, participle ahsuelto ; cocer, doler, Hover, mo-

ler, morder, mover , soler, solver, participle 6we//o;iforccr,

volver, participle vuelto, and their compounds.

The other iiTegular Spanish verbs of this conjugation

are the following : the Portuguese and Italian verbs are

also given at the same time, where they are c\idently

from the same stock.
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Conjugation * of

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Poder. Poder. Potere. To be able.

Gerund.

Pudiendo. Regular. Regular. Being able.
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spASisir. POnXUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGT.ISir.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Pueda
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spa:nish.

Saber.

THE VERBS.

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Saber. Sapere. To know.
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STANI8H. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Sepa
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Sl'ANlSH.

Valer.

THE VERBS.

POUTUGUEJjE. ITALIAN.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Valer. Valere.

£NGLI3H.

To be worth.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Valgo
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TIIF. VERUS.

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENClISH.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Volga

valgas

valga

valgamos

valgais

valgan.

Valdria

valdrias

valdria

valdriamos

valdriais

valdrian.

Present Tense.

Valha

valhas

valha

valhamos

valliais

valhao.

Vaglia

vaglia

vaglia

vagliamo

vagi iate

vagliano.

I may be worth

thou, &-C.

he, &ic.

we, &c.

ye, (S:c.

they, 6iC.

Pretcrimperfeet conditional Tense.

Regular. Varrei

varresti

varrebbe

varremmo

varreste

varrebbero.

I might, i5,-c. be

worth

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

Ver.

Visto.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Ver. Vedere. To see.

Participle.

Visto. Vedutoor visto. Seen.
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISIU

Preterimperject Tense.

Regular throughout,

and also

Veia

veias

veia

veiamos

veiais

veian.

Resnilar.

Regular,

Vo, reg.

vea

veamos

ved, reg.

vean.

Xcii

veas

vea

veamos

veais

vean.

Regulai
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SPANISH.

Regular.

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN'.

Pretei'imperfect Tense.

Vira or visse Regular.

viras or visses

vira or visse

viramos or vissemos

vireis or visseis

virao or vissem.

ENGLISH.

I could, &c. see

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

Preterimperfect comlitional Tense.

Regular. Regular. Vedrei I might, &c. see

Regular. Vir

vires

vir

virmos

virdes

virem.

vedresti

vedrebbe

vedremmo
vedreste

vedrebbero.

Futio'e Tense.

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

I may or shall see

thou, &c.

he, &c.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, &c.

INFIXITIVE MOOD.

Poner. Por, irreg. Ponere or Porre. To place.

Puesto.

Participle.

Posto. Posto. Placed.

Gerund.

Regular. Pondo. Regular. Placing.
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

SUBJUNCTlVi; IMOOD.

Present Teu.sc.

Ponga
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Ilacer.

Hecho,

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Fazcr. Fare*. To do, or make,

Participle,

Feito. Fatto. Done.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Hago
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SPAKISH.



m
SPANISH.
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

Preterperfect Temse.

Traxe
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

Preterimperfect Tense.

Traxera or traxese Trouxera or trouxesse 1 might, could, would.
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Geruml.

SPANISH. ENGLISH.

Cayendo. Falling.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Cargo, caes, cae, &c. regular. I fall, <Src.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Cae, reg., cayga ; caygamos, caed, reg., caygan. Fall tliou, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Cayga, caygas, cayga ; caygamos, caygals, caygan. I may fall, Sec.

SPANISH. ENGLISH.

Oler. To smell.

The Portuguese is Cheivar, and the Italian Odorare,

or Avere odorc, neither of which belongs to this conju-

gation, nor is irregular.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Huelo, hueles, huele; olemos, re^., oleis, reg., huelen. I smell, &c.

IMPERATIVE J».I00D.

Huele tu, huela el ; olamos nos'., oled vos^, huelan ellos. Smell

reg. reg. thou, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Huela, huelas, huela; olamos, olais, huelan, I may smell, &c.

reg, reg.
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SPANISH. ENGLISH.

Caber*. To fit, suit, to be contained in.

The Portuguese is also Cahci\ but regular.

The Italian Capire, but not of this conjugation.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Yo quepo, tu cabes, Sec, regular. I am contained in.

Preferimperfect Tense.

Cupe, cupiste, cupo; cupimos, cupisteis, cupieron. 1 was con-
tained.

Future Tense.

Cabre, cabras, cabra ; cabremos, cabreis, cabran. I shall or will fit.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Cabe tu, quepa ;
quepamos, cabed, re^., quepan. Fit thou, &:c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Quepa, quepas, quepa
;
quepamos, quepais, quepan. I may fit, &a,

Pvetenmperfect Tense.

Cupiera, cupieras, cupiera; cupieramos, cupierais, cupieran.'i I

or or or or or or > might,

cupiese, cupieses, cupiese; cupiesemos, cupieseis, cupiesen. j &c.

Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Cabria, cabrias, cabaia ; cabrlamos, cabriais, cabrian. I would, &c.

Future Tense.

Cupiere, cupieres, cupiere; cupieremos, cupiereis, cupieren. I may
07- shall fit.

* There appears to be no verb in English answering exactly to

the meaning conveyed by Caber, which according to the Dictionary

of the Royal Academy of Madrid is "Poder contenerse una i osa dentro

de otra" For one thing to be capable of being contained within an-

other : besides which original signification there are various others,

for which see the abovementioned Dictionary.
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Tlie foregoing with their compounds are all the irre-

gular verbs of the second conjugation in the Spanish

language, and nearly all those in the Portuguese. The

following are what have not been already given in this

latter laniiuasie.

PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

Dizer. To say.

The Spanish verb is Decir, and the Italian Dire, both

of the third conjugation, although evidently derived from

tlie same root. Indeed the Italian verb is supposed to

have been originally Dicere, and contracted into Dire.

Participle.

Ditto. Said.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Digo, dizes, diz ; dizemos, dizeis, dizem. I gay, &c.
reg. reg. reg. reg.

PreterperJ ect Tense.

Disse, disseste, disse ; dissemos, dissestes, disserao. I said, &c.

Future Tense.

Direi, diras, dira ; diremos, direis, dirao. I shall say, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Dize tu, r<f^., diga; digamos, dizei, re^., digao. Say, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Diga, digas, diga ; digamos, digais, digao. I may say, &c.

PretcrimperI ect Tense.

Dissera, disseras, dissera ; disseramos, dissereis, disserao.

or or or or or or

dissessC; dissesses, dissesse; dissessemos, dissesseis, dissessem.

I might, &c. say, &:c.

II
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PORTUGUESE. ENGLISH.

Freterimperfect conditional Tense.

Diria, dlrias, diria ; diriamos, dirieis, diriao. I would, &c. say,

&c.

Future Tense.

Disser, disseres, disser ; dissermos, disserdes, disserem. I may or

shall say.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
SPANISH. PORTUGUESE, ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Perder*. Perder. Perdere. To lose.

Participle.

Regular. Regular. Perduto or Perso. Lost.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Fresent Tense.

Pierdo Perco Regular. I lose

pierdes perdes, reg. thou losest

pierde perde, reg. he loses

perdemos, reg. perdemos, reg. we lose

perdeis, reg. perdels, reg. ye lose

pierden. perdem, reg. they lose.

Freterperfect Tense.

Rfgiilar. Regular, Perdei, Perdetti, I lost, &c.

or Persi,

&c. reg,

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Pierde Perde, reg. Regular. Lose thou

pierda perca let him lose

perdamos, reg. percanios let us lose

perded, reg. perdei, reg. lose ye

pierden. percaij. let them lose.

* Irregular only by the insertion of an i before the e of the

penultimate syllable in the present tenses, as h£ls been before

observed at page 73.
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SPANISH.
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In tlie Italian, the irregular verbs of this conjugation,

besides what have been already given, ai'e many. Indeed

the only regular verbs are about twenty : viz.

Battere, to beat ; be^cere or here, to drink ; cedere, to

yield ; credh^e, to believe
\ fendere^ to cleave; fremerey

to fret
;
gemtrey to groan

; godere, to enjoy ; mietere,

to reap ;
pascere, to feed

;
pendere, to hang ; recere, to

vomit ; ricevere, to receive ; riluc^re, to shine (also ir-

regular) ; sedere, to sit down ; spltiiderty to shine ; ser-

pere, to slide ; stridere, to murmur ; temere, to fear

;

wndere, to sell : all the rest are irregular.—The verbs

in ei^e may be reduced to two classes, the one having the

penultima long, and the other short. Of the former

there are only nineteen verbs, (excepting however the

compounds,) of which only three are regular, viz. godere,

sedere, femere: the other sixteen are irregular.—The

conjugations of sapere, to know
;
potere, to be able

;

volere, to be willing ; cadere, to fall ; x:alere, to be

worth; and vedere, to see, have been already given.

Those of the others are as follows ; the irregular tenses

only being noted.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Dovere. To owe.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Devo, devi, deve; dobblamo, dovete, derono or debbono. I owe,

&c.

Future Tense.

Dovro, dovrai, dovra ; dovremo, dovrete, dovranno. I shall owe,

&c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Devi, debba ; dobbiamo, dobbiate, debbano. Owe thou, &:c.
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Debba, debba, dcbba ; dobbiamo, dobbiate, debbano. I may owe,

&c.

Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Dovrei, dovresti, dovrebbe ; dovremmo, dovreste, dovrebbero. I

might, &c. owe, &€•

ITALIAN. EKGLISH.

Dolere or Dolersi. To grieve or complain.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

lo mi dolgo or doglio, tu ti duoli, egli si duole ; noi ci dogliamo,

voi vi dolete, reg. eglino si dolgono or dogliono. I grieve, &c.

Preterperfect Tense.

Mi dolsi, ti dolesti, si dolse ; ci dolemmo, vi doleste, si dolsero. I

reg. reg. grieved.

Future Tense.

Mi dorro, ti dorrai, si dorra ; ci dorremo, vi dorrete, si dorrano. I

shall grieve, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Duoliti, dolgasi ; dogliamoci, doletevi, dolgansi. Grieve, &c.

reg.

• SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.
Che
Mi dolga, ti dolga, si dolga or doglia ; ci dogliamo, vi dogliate, si

dolgano. That I may grieve.

Preterimperfect co?iditional Tenae.

Mi dorrei, ti dorresti, si dorrebbe ; ci dorremmo, vi dorreste, si

dorrebbero. I might grieve, &c.

The compound tenses are formed with Essere ; as

Mi sono doluto, I have grieved.
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Giacere, To lie down ; Piacere, To please ; and Tace-

re, To hold one's tongue, are conjugated alike. The first

therefore is only given here, as substituting /?i«c- and tac-

for giac- will give the conjugations of the other two

verbs.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Giacere. To lie down.

Participle.

Giacciuto. Lain down,

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Giaccio, giaci, giace ;
giacciamo, giacete, giacciono, I lie down,

reg. reg. reg. Sec.

Preterperject Tense.

Giacqui, giacesti, giacque ;
giacemmo, giaceste, giacquero. 1 lay

reg. reg. reg, down, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Giaci, giaccia, giacciamo ;
giacete, giacciano. Lie down, &c.

reg. reg.

SUBJUXCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Giaccia, giaccia, giaccia ; giacciamo, giacciate, giacciano. I may
lie down; &c.

G/^cere requires tlie auxiliary verb Essere for its com-

pound tenses, but the other two, Avere. It is also in

use to say Stato a giacere, in lieu oi Giacciuto ; q.sSo?io

stato a giacere., I have lain do^ra.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Pare re. To seem.

Participle.

Parso. Seemed.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Paio, pari, reg. pare, reg.; paiamo, parete, reg., paioiic.. I seem, &c.
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Pretcrperfect Tense.

Parvj, paresti, parve; paremmo, pareste, parvero. I seemed. S:v.

reg. reg. reg.

Future Tense.

Parro, parrai, parra; parremo, parrete, parranno. I shall or

will seem, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Pari, fc^., paia; paiamo, parete, reg., paiano. Seem, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Paia, paia, paia ; paiamo or pariamo, paiate, paiano. I may seem,

reg. &c.

Preferimperject conditional Tense.

Parrei, parresti, parrebbe; parremmo, parreste, parrcbbero. I

might seem, il'C.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Persuadere. To persuade.

Participle.

Persuaso. Persuaded.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Pretcrperfect Tense.

Persuasi, persuadesti, persuase; persuademmo, persuadeste, reg.

reg. reg. persuasero.

I persuaded, Sec.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Rimanere. To remain.

Participle.

Riraaso. Remained.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Rimango, rimani, rimane ; rimaniamo, rimanete, rimangono, I

remain, fee.
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Preterperfect Tense.

Rimasi, rimanesti, rimase ; rimanemmo, rimaneste, rimasero. I re-

reg, reg. reg. mained, &c.

Future Tense.

Rimarro, rimarrai, rimarra ; rimarremo, rimarrete, rimarranno. I

shall or will remain, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Rimani, rimanga ; rimaniamo, rimanete, rimangano. Remain, &c.

reg. reg. reg.

SL^BJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Rimanga, rimanga, rimanga ; rimaniamo, rimaniate, rimangano. I

may remain, &c.

Preferimperfect conditional Ttn.st

.

Rimarrei, rimarresti, rimarrebbe; rimarremmo, rimarreste, rimarreb-

bero. I should remain, &c.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Solere. To be wont.

Pa7^ticiple.

Solito. Wont.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Soglio, suoli, suole ; sogliamo, solete, reg., sogHono. I am wont.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Suoli, soglia; sogliamo, solete, r^"^., sogliano. Be thou wont, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Soglia, soglia, soglia ; sogliamo, sogliate, sogliano. I may be wont.

N.B. Compound tenses with Essere ; as Sono solito.
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Tt'Here, To hold, and Avere, To have, both belong to

tlie irregular verbs of this conjugation ; but tlieir conju-

gations have already been given at length in the Auxi-

liary Verbs.

The foregoing with their compounds are all the irre-

gular verbs in ere long: on which it may here be re-

marked, that when the verb is irregular in the present

tense indicative mood, the same irregularity will be

found in the imperative mood and present tense sub-

junctive mood. The irregularities of the future tenses

indicative mood, and preterimperfect conditional tense

subjunctive mood, are very easily remembered, they

being only the omission of the penultimate e of the in-

finitive mood, or the changing of the first consonant of

that syllable into an r ; as sapere, vedere, (latere, make

in the future tense saprd, vedrd, dovrd ; and valere,

"volere, dotere, poriere, parere, tenere, rbnatiere, make

varrd, vorrd, dorrd,porrd, parrd^ terrd, rimarrd, instead

of saperd, vederd, &c. vaierd, Tolerd, &c.

The preterim perfect tenses of both moods are through-

out regular ; and in the preterperfect tenses indicative

mood, in which the greatest irregularity of this conju-

gation consists, both in the verbs in ere long and in ere

short, there are three persons regular and three irregu-

lar. The former are the second person singular and first

and second persons plural, and tlie latter the first and

third persons singular and third person plural. Tiiere is

no great difiiculty in remembering their forniation, as

the first person singular always terminates in /; change

this i into e, and it gives the third person singular ; add
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ro to the latter, and it becomes the third person plural.

The second person singular of all verbs, regular and ir-

regular, is formed from the infinitive by the change of

its final re into sti ; change the final i of this second

person singular into e, and you have the second person

plural ; change the final re of the infinitive into mmo,

and you form the first person plural : e2\ gr.

Vincere.

Singular. Plural,

l.pers. 2. 3. I. 2. 3.

Irregular Vins-i, vins-e; vins-ero.

Regular vince-sti, vince-mmo, vince-ste, .

By carefully attending to this rule, a great deal of the

difficulty of the conjugations of the verbs in ere short

will be obviated : of which seventeen only are regular*:

the rest are irregular, some in the present, most in the

preterpeiiect, some in the future tenses, and almost all in

the participle. The following five form their preterper-

fect tense, and participles, thus,

Infinit. mood. Preterperf. Participle. English Lifin.

1st pers. singular.

Conoscere Conobbi Conosciuto To know

Cresc re Crebbi Cresciuto To grow

Nasc re Nacqui Nato To be bora

Nuoc re Nocqui Nuociuto To hurt

Romp.re Ruppi Rotto To break.

Speaking generally, all the other verbs in ere short

form their preterperfect tense in si, and their participle

in so, to, or sto ; to find Avhich you must observe that

these verbs have thirteen different terminations, viz.

in cere, dere, gere, gliere, here, lere ; mere, nere,

* For the seventeen regular verbs see the list given page 100.
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ndere, pSrc, r^re, /^re, vSre. Change all these termina-

tions into si, and you have the preterperfect tense of

each ; the first, the tliird, to the sixth, make the parti-

ciple in to; the remainder in so or csso. The termination

gliere, liowever, retains the /; as Cogliere makes colsl and

colto : and verbs uritten ^vith a double g before the

penultimate syllable drop both, and double the s of the

preterperfect and the t of tlie participle; as Leggh'C

makes Icssl and letto.

By attending to the foregoing rules all the irregularity

of the verbs in ere may be learned, except one or two

slight deviations in the following verbs :

Cuocere, to bake. Pi'eterperfect

—

Cossi, cuocesti, cosse,

cuocemmo, cnoceste, cossero. Participle

—

Cotto.

Conducere and Condurre, to conduct. Preterperfect

—

Condussi, conducesti, &c. Future

—

Condurrd, &c.

Subjunctive mood, prcterimperfect conditional

—

Con-

diiJ'rei, kc. Participle

—

Comlotto.

Riluc^re, to shine. Preterperfect

—

Rllussi, rilucestiy

&c. No participle.

Chiuderc, to shut. Preterperfect

—

ChiusidA\d Ckiudei,

Sec. Participle

—

Chiuso.
^®^*

Chieddre, to ask. Preterperfect

—

Chiesi and Chiedei, &c.

Participle

—

Chiesto and Chieduto.
^^^'

Perdere, to lose. Preterperfect

—

Persi and Perdei, &c.

Participle

—

Perso and Pcrduto. ^^S*

reg.

Succedere, to succeed, ^ though compounds of the re-
and K.

Omccdere, to concede, J
g"^ar verb Ccdere, besides

their regular terminations for the preterperfect tense
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and participle, make Successi, Successo; Concessit

Concesso.

Attendere, to attend. Preterperfect

—

Altesi and Atiendei,

&c. Participle—J^too. ""^S*

Pretidere, to take. Preterperfect

—

Presi and Prendeiy

&c. Participle

—

Preso. ^^^'

Retidere, to render. Preterperfect

—

Resi and Rendei,

&c. Participle

—

Reso and Renduto, reg.

Fendere, to cleave,"] are regular ; but their compounds

and > are irregular, making the pre-

PendtrCf to hang, J terperfect in si and the partici-

ple in so; as

Difendere, to defend. Preterperfect

—

D'lfesi. Parti-

ciple

—

DifesOj &c.

Spargere, to sprinkle. Preterperfect

—

Sparsi, Sec.

Participle

—

Sparso and Sparto, &c.

The other verbs in gere have their participle in to;

they also have their preterperfect tense in ei and ettiy

as well as in si.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Cogliere or Corre, and Cor. To gather.

Participle.

Colto. Gathered.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Colgo and coglio, cogli, coglie ; cogliamo, cogHete, cogliono and

reg. reg. reg. reg. reg. re^, [colgono.
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PrcU'rpc?fi'ct Temc.

Colsi, cogliesti, colse; cogliemmo, cogliestc, colscro.

reg. reg. reg.

Futiux Tense.

Corro, corrai, corru; corremo, correte, corranno.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Cogli, colga or coglia ; cogliamo, cogliete, cogliano or colgano.

reg. reg. reg. reg.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.
Che
Coglia reg., or colga, &c.

Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Correi, &c. (Src.

All the other verbs in gliere have the same iiTeguIa-

rities as CogHere.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

TrahSre. To draw.

Now written Traere, and also further contracted in the infinitive

into Trarre and Trar.

Participle.

Tratto. Drawn.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Traggo or trao, trai, trae ; traghiamo or trajamo, traete, traggono

and traouo.

Prcterperfect Tense.

Trassi, traesti, &c.

Future Tense.

Trarro, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Trai, tragga and traa ; tragghiamo and trajamo, traete, traggono.
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.
Che
Tragga and Traa, &c.

Freterimperfect conditional Tense.

Trarrei, <S:c.

Premere, to press. Pretcrperfect

—

Pressi and Premei,

or Premetti, &c. Participle

—

Prcmuto. Its com-

pounds in imtre make the pretcrperfect in ssi^ and

the participle in sso.

The compounds of Simitre make Sunsi arid Sunso.

Ponere has been conjugated at length with the Spanish

and Portuguese verbs Poncr and Por.

Rispondere, to answer. Preterperfect

—

Risposi, &c.

Participle

—

Risposito.

Nascondere, to hide. Preterperfect

—

Nascosi, Sec. Par-

ticiple

—

Nascosto and Nascoso.

Fondere, to melt. Preterperfect

—

Fondei and Fust, Sec.

Participle

—

Fonduto and Fuso.

Tondere, to shear. Preterperfect

—

Tondei, See. Par-

ticiple

—

Tondiito.

Rompere, to break. Preterperfect

—

Ruppi and Rompei,

Sec. Participle

—

Rotto.

Mettere, to put. Preterperfect

—

Misi, Sec. Participle

—Messo.

Promettere, to promise. Preterperfect

—

Promessi and

Promisi. Participle

—

Promesso.

Rijiettere, to reflect, is irregular only in the participle,

which is Rifiettuto.

Riscuotere, to receive. Preterperfect

—

Riscossi, Sec. Par-

ticiple

—

Riscosso.
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Scuot^rCy to sliake. Preterperfect

—

Scossi, &c. Parti-

ciple

—

Scosso.

Percuole/c, to strike. Preterperfect

—

Percossi and Per-

cotei, Sec. Participle

—

Ptrcosso.

Prodac^re, to produce ; Adducere^ to allege ; Ridu-

cdre, to reduce ; Inducere, to pei'suacie ; Sediccere,

to seduce ; Conducere, to conduct ; Deducere, to

deduct; TraducSre, to translate, are all contracted

in the inHnitive mood : as Produrre, Addiirre, &c.

and also Prodiw, Addur, &c. Their preterperfects are

Produssi, Addussi, &c.; and their participles Pro-

dotto, Addotto, &c.

Muov^re and Afovere, to move. Preterperfect

—

Alossi,

&c. Participle

—

Mosso. Its compounds form their

preterperfect also in ei, Promuovei, &c.

Scriv^re, to write. Preterpeifect

—

Scrissi and Scrivei,

&c. Participle

—

Scritto.

Vivere, to live. Preterperfect

—

Vitetti Qx\(\.Vissi,^c.

Participle

—

Viviito and Vissuto.

Abiolvere, to absolve. Preterperfect

—

Assolvetti and

Assolvi, &c. Participle

—

Assolto.

Risolvere, to resolve. Preterperfect

—

Risolsi, Risohei,

and Riaolvetti. Participle

—

Risoluto.

Est'mgiiere, to extinguish. Preterperfect

—

Estinsi, Sec.

Participle

—

Estinto.

Irregular Verbs of the Third Conjugation.

In the Spanish.—Verbs ending in uir take a j/ between

the radical ieuers and the terminations of the three pre-

sent tenses, excepting in those of the first and second
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persons plural of the indicative mood and of the second

person plural of the imperative mood. They also change

the i of the terminations into y, in the third persons of

the preterperfect tense indicative mood, in all the per-

sons of the preterimperfect and future tenses subjunctive

mood, and in the gerund : e^. gr.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

SPANISH.
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manner as the verbs of the second conjugation in ecer^

Sec. ; besides which irregularity the verbs in ducir have

the following in the preterperfect tense indicative mood,

and in the preterimperfect and future tenses subjunctive

mood.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Conducir. To conduct.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Te?ise.

Conduzco, conduces, reg. conduce, reg. &c. &c.

Preterperfect Tense.

Conduxe, conduxiste, conduxo; conduximos, conduxisteis, con-

duxeron,

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Preterimperfect Tense.

Conduxera, conduxeras, &c. &c.

or Conduxese, or conduxeses.

Future Tense.

Conduxere, conduxeres, &c. &c.

Sentir, To feel, takes an i before its radical vowel e in

some persons, and changes the e into i in others.

There is a similar irregularity in the Portuguese verb

Sentir, though not to such an extent ; that is, in the

Portuguese the e becomes i when ooy a follows the t-

SPANISH.
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S-PANISff.

Siento

sientes

siente

sentimos, reg,

sentis, reg.

sienten.

PORTUCUESE. ENCHSH.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Sinto

scntes, reg.

sentc, reg.

senteraos, reg.

scnteis, reg.

scNQtem, rei;.

Ifeel

thou feelest

he feels

we feel

ye feel

they feeL

PreterMrfect Tense.

Third persons only irreg. Regular throughout.

Sintio He felt

sintieron, they felt.

Siente

sienta

sintamos'

sentid, reg.

sientan.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Sente, reg. Feel thou

sinta

sintamos

senti, reg.

siutao.

let him feel

let us feel

feel ye

let them feeL

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Teuse.

Sienta
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IS a similar atldltion of a vowel does in tlic verbs Acer-

'<?;• and Acostur, wliicli see; and that the changing the

vow^\ e into / is in the third persons preterperfect tense

indicative mood, first person imperative, first person plu^

ral subjunctive mood present tense, and in all the persons

3f the prcterimperfect and future tenses subjunctive mood

»

The following verbs in Spanish have the same irregu-

larities as Seiitir, viz. adherir, advertir, aiixpeyitirj

asentir, co»ferir, cofisentir, confrovertir, cotivertir, defe-

rir, digerir, dirertir, erguir: this verb has also an A be^

fore the additional f, and loses its u before a and o : her-

tir, herir, iiiferir, hrcertir, inxerir, mentir, perx>ertir,

nreferir, requerir, refcrir, sugerir., zaherir.

The Portuguese verbs which have the same irregula-

rity that Seutir has, are adverti?^ despir, fer'n\ mentir

j

repefir, servir, fcstir, and their comywunds.

Pedir, To beg, changes, in Spanish, the radical e into

i in all those tenses and persons in which Sentir either

takes an / before its e or changes its e for i.

This verb Pedir, in Portuguese, is also irregular in the

same persons and tenses in which Sentir is, but in a dif-

ferent way. changing the d into a ^: ex. gr.

SPANISH. PORTUGUKSE. ENGLISH.

I ^^ FIXITIVE MOOD.

Pedii-. Pedir. To beg.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Pido Pego J beg
indes pedes, reg. thou beggest
pide pede, reg. he begs
pedimos, ng. pedinios, reg. vre beg
pedis, reg pedis, reg. ye beg
piden. jiedenj, reg. they beg.

I 2
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And so On in the other tenses; and in like manner in

the Spanish

—

Anxcir, ceiiir, coiegrr, coinpetii% concebiry

cofistreJiir, derretir, deslcirf elegir, (participle electa and

elegido,) envestir, engreir, fre'ir, (participle frito and

fre'ido): and in the Portuguese med'n\ are conjugated.

Dormir, To sleep, changes, in the Spanish, the o into

ne in those tenses and persons in which Acostar has a

similai' change, or in which Sent'ir takes an i before the

e ; it also changes the o into ii in those tenses in which

Sentir changes the e into i. In the Portuguese also this

verb changes the o into u in those tenses and persons in

which Sentir changes the e into f, that is, when the m
is followed by a ov o.

SPANISH.
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6PANI8H.
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SPANISH, PORTUGUESE. IXALIAK*

Gerund.

Viniendo. Vindo. Regular.

ENGLISH,

Conung.

Vengo

vienes

viene

venimos, reg.

venis, reg.

vienen.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Vengo
vieni

Venho
vens

vem
vim OS, reg

vindes

vem.

viene

veniamo

I come
thou comest

he comes

we come
or venghiamo, reg.

venite, reg. ye come
vengono. they come.

Preterimperfect Tense.

Regular.
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SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIA.V. EXGLISH.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Oyga
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SPANISH.
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SPANISH. rOUTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH,

Yeado.

Gcnnid.

Indo, reg. Endo, 720/ Hsed. Going.
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SPANISH.

Iria

&c. reg,

Fuere

fueres

fuere

fueremos

fuereis

fueren.

PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Preterimperfect conditional Tense.

Iria Not used, I should, &c. go.

&c. reg.

Future Tense,

For None.

fores

for

formos

fordes

forem.

I may or shall go

thou mayst or wilt, &c.

he may or will, &c.

we may or shall, &c.

ye may or will, &c.

they may or will, &c

SPANISH. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Decir. Dire. To say.

The Portuguese verb is Dizer, which has been alrea-

dy conjugated among the Irregular Verbs of the second

conjugation, to which conjugation also the Italian verb

Dire more properly belongs, as its infinitive mood is

contracted from Dicere, and might therefore be called

irregular.

Participle.

Dicho. Detto. Said.

Ge7^u?2d.

Diciendo. Dicendo*. Saying,

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Digo
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9PAKISK. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

127

I>iga

iligas

diga

digamos

digais

digan.

Dixera or Dixese

dixeras or dixcses

dixera or dixese

dixeramos

or dixesemos

dixerais or dixeseis

dixeran or dixesen.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD
Pi^esent Tense.

Dica

dica

dica

diciamo

diciate

dicano*.

I may say

thou may«t say

he may say

we may say

ye may say

they ma}' say.

Treterimperfect Tense.

Dicessi 1 might, Stc. say

dicessi thou, &c.

dicesse he, &c.

dicessimo we, &c.

diceste

diccssefo*.

ye, &c-

they, ^c.

Fretcrimperfeet conditional Tense.

Diria

dirias

diria

diriamos

diriais

dirian.

Direi

diresti

direbbe

direramo

direste

direbberof.

Future Tense.

None.

I would, SiC. say

thou, Ac-

he, &C.

we, &c.

ye, &c.

they, See.

Dixere None. 1 may or shall say

dixeres thou mayor will, li-c.

dixere he may or will, &c.

dixeremos we may or shall, 6cc.

dixereis ye may or will, &c-

dixeren. they may or will, &a

The compounds of Decir, in the Spanish, follow its

conjugation, except Cow/ra^ec/r, To contradict, and Des-

* Regular according to thv^ second conjugation.

f Regular according y-j tin., conjugation.
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decir, To disown ; Avhich have in the imperative mood

contradkc tii and desdice tu : also, Beiidecir, To bless,

has bendecido and bendito in the participle, bendecire,

bendeciras, Sec. in the future tense indicative mood, and

bendice tu in the imperative mood. Maldeci}% To curse,

follows the conjugation of bendecir. The other tenses of

all these verbs are like those in decb\

Aslr, To seize, irregular only in three present tenses.

IXDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Asgo, &ses, reg.ase, reg.; asimos, reg. asis, rf^. asen, reg. I seize, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Ase, reg. asga, asgamos ; asid, reg. asgan. Seize, &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense/

Asga, asgas, asga ; asgamos, asgais, asgan. I may seize, &c.

The foregoing with theirTCompounds are all tJie irre-

gular verbs of the Third Conjugation in the Spanish lan-

guage. There are yet a few irregulars to be pointed out in

the Portuguese ; as

Scgidr, To follow, changes, the e into i and loses the

u in those tenses and persons in which this latter letter

would otherwise be followed by o or a, as in the

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Taise.

Sigo, segues, &c.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Segue tu, reg, siga elle, i^Igamos, segui, reg. isigau.
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and in the

SUBJUTS'CTIVE MOOD.

Prt'sent Teiise.

Que eu siga, tu sigas, &c.

and so in its compounds ; and also in Disthfgidr, To di-

stinguish ; Extbiguir, To extinguish, &c.

Fifgir, To fly away, is irregular in the three presents, as

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Fujo, foges, foge; fugimos, fugis, fogem.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Foge, fuja, fujaraos; fugi, fujao.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Fuja, fujas, fuja; fujamos, fujais, fujao.

Surgir, To arrive, has the same in-egularrty, and also

makes Surto in the participle.

Subir, Cubrir, and compounds ; acudir, bullir, sumirj

comumir, construir, tiissh\ &c. have tlie same irregu-

larity as to the letter u.

Sort'ir, To furnish, changes the o into u when the t is fol-

lowed by a or o.

Parir, To bring forth, has an i after tlie a of the first

syllable when the r is followed by o or a, that is, in

the three present tenses ; as,

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Pairo, pares, &c.

K
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Pare tu, paira; pairamos, pari, pairao.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tetise,

Faira, pairas, &c. &c.

Ordir, To warp in a loom, changes the o into u in those

persons where the or would otherwise be followed bv

da, do, de.

Carpir, To weep, is only defective, and is but in use in

those tenses where the p is followed by /.

These are all the Portus;uese irregular verbs in this

conjugation.

In the Italian, besides the five that have already been

given, viz. Dire, Salire, Udire, Venire, and Ire, there

are several others, whose principal irregularity is in the

three present tenses, and for the greater part of them

one rule will serve.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH,

Morire. To die.

Participle.
Morto. Dead.

Compound tenses are formed with Psse/r.
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ITALIAN. EKGLISn.*

Uscire. To go out.

. Compound tenses with Essere.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Esoo, esci, esce; usciamo, uscite, escono.

IMPEKATIVE MOOD.

Esci, esca; usciamo, uscite, escano.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Ksca, esca, esca; usciamo, usciate, escano.

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Gire, To go,

lias only the following in use.

Participle.

Gito. Gone.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

—^ Gite, You go, 5rc.

Preteriinperfect Tense.

Givo, givi, giva or gia
;

givamo, givate, givano.

Preterperfect Tense.

—— Gisti, gi or gio
;

gimmo, giste, girono.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Preterimperfect Tense.

Gi&si, gissi, gitbc; gissimo, giste, gissero.

K ':



1j2 the verbs,

Jprire, To oix^n, besides the regular preterperfect tenses

lias also Apersi,—and

Coprire, To cover, has in the preterperfect tense Coprj

and Copersi. Participle

—

Coperto.

The regular verbs of this conjugation are,

Jprire, to open ; Bollire*, to boil ; Consentire^', to con-

sent; Convertire*, to convert; Copi^ire, to cover;

Cticire, to sow ; Dor7nire, to sleep ; Fuggire, to fly

;

Meiitire^f to lie ; Partire*, to depart ; Pentirsi, to

repent ; Seguire, to follow ; Scntlre, to hear ; Servire,

to serve ; Sortii^Cj to go out ; Soffrire^, to suffer. Par-

ticiple—*So^r/o; Vestire, to dress.

All the other verbs in ire (except the irregulars alrea-

dy given) are irregular in the present tenses, forming the

indicative mood present tense in isco, as in

ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Capire. To comprehend.

IXDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Capisco, capisci, capisce ; capiamo, reg. capite, reg. capiscono.

IMPERATIVE :\10GD.

Capisci, capisca; capiamo, capite, capiscano.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Capisca, capisca, capisca; capiamo, capiate, capiscano.

* These also are irregular.
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- The other tenses are regular, except in

Jpparire, To appear, Avhich has its preterperfect Apparj

and Apparsi. Participle

—

Apparso.

Comparirc, To appear. Preterperfect

—

Comparj and

Compars'i. Partici pie— Comparso.

Offerire, To ofler. Preterperfect—O^cr/ and Ojfersi.

Participle—O/ZcvVo.
^ ^"^ -*

Proferirc, To pronounce. Preterperfect

—

Proferj and

Profersi. Participle

—

Proferto.

Suffrire*^ To suffer. Indicative priesent

—

Soffro and Sof-

frisco. Preterperfect

—

Soffri and Sqffersi. Partici-

ple

—

Sofferto.

SeppeUire, To hide. Preterpei'fect

—

Seppelj. Participle

—Sepolto and Seppelito.

Conscntire*, Mentire*, Partire*^ besides their regular

conjugation take also that of isco in the present

tenses.

BolUre* and Convertire take also isco in the first per-

son of the indicative mood present tense.

IMPERSONAL VERBS.

Verbs that are from custom, or the peculiar significa-

tion they are meant to convey, chiefly or only used in the

third person, without any immediate nominative case,

(except in the English language, where the pronoun It

is used) are termed impersonal. With the exception

just noted for the English language, their construction

* Irregular.
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appears to be similar in the four languages. The following

are examples of some :

SPANISH.
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And in like manner all verbs, eitlicr neuter or active,

niay be rendered, and the passive sense is frequently

formed by this construction ; as,

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Se ve un hombre Se ve hum homen Si vede un uomo,

Se ven hombres Vem se homens Si vedonouomini.

They see a man, they see men ; or A man is seen, men are seen*.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE VERB.

Tlie conjugation of the verb, that is, the variation of

its signification by distinct terminations in its moods,

tenses, numbers, and persons, in the Spanish, Portu-

guese, and Italian languages, is very different from that

in the English language ; its resemblance to the Latin

will be immediately perceived by all who are acquainted

with that language, and by them the proper way of using

tlie two past tenses in the indicative mootl will be readily

ascertained.

The subjunctive mood in English is now scarcelj' ever

used ; whilst in the Spanish and Portuguese there are

four, if not five, and in the Italian three, distinct tenses

in that mood.

The formation of the compound tenses of the diflfer-

ent moods is indeed nearly the same in each language,

except that the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, hav-

ing more simple tenses, have consequently a greater com-

bination of compound tenses.

* See also the remarks on this idiom, under the ])ead of Verb*

Passive, p. 67.
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The Moods are four,—viz. The Infinitive, (under

which are included the Participle and Gerund,) the In-

dicative, the Imperative, and the Subjunctive.

THE INFINITIVE MOOD.

In English this mood is always expressed by the pre-

position To, prefixed to the verb ; in the Spanish, Por^

tuguese, and Italian, the termination sufficiently desig-

nates the mood, and it is used with and without the

preposition, according to the idiom of the respective

language. The preposition To is rendered also by

De, a, para,—in the Spanish.

Dcj a, para,—in the Portuguese.

Di, a, per,—in the Italian.

The last, para, per, are used when to in the English

signifies for or in order to. There are also other pre-

positions which require after them the infinitive mood of

the verb, governing it, as it were, as they govern sub-

stantives. Indeed this mood, as it is used in the idiom

of the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages, is

frequently best rendered in English by a substantive, or

the gerund or participle present (as it is usually termed)

;

as in the instances where this mood takes the definite

article

—

el. Span., o, Portug., il, lo, Ital.

Spanish—El decir y el hacer son dSs^^cosas.

Portuguese—O dizer e o fazer sap duas cousas.

Italian —II dire e '1 fare sono due cose.

English —To say and to do "|

or Vare two tilings.

Saying and doing J
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The following prepositions require the infinitive moofi

after them.

Spa?iis/i—A, con, de, en, para, por, sin, sobre, tras, hasta.

Portuguese—A, con, de, cm, para, por, scm, depois

de, ate.

Italian—A, con, di, da, per, senza.

When the Portuguese use the infinitive mood with a

third person in the plural number, they add em to it, and

it is generally preceded by por or para, ex. gr. JElles

Jorao enforcados por fartarem, they were hanged for

robbing ; Para pockrem dlzer, that they may be able to

say, or in order for them to be able to say. This aug-

mentation of the infinitive mood is peculiar to the Por-

tuguese, not extending to the Spanish and Italian.
'

Some examples of the Infinitive jMood :

Spatiish—Voy a pasear, a estudiar, a jugar.

.

Portuguese—Vou a passear, aestudar, a jugar.

Italian—Vo a fare una passeggiata, a studiare, a giocare.

English—I go a walking or to walk, to study, to play.

S. De decir a liacer hay mucha distancia.

P. De dizer a fazer ha muita distancia.

/. Da dire a fare ha rnolta distanza.

E. From saying to doing there is a great distance.

S. A saber yo eso. A decir verdad.

P. A saber eu isso. A dizer a verdadc.

/. A dire la verita.

E' If I had known tliis. To say the truth.
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S. Vengo a ver. Vengo de vcr.

P. "V^enho a vcr. Venho de ver.

/. Vengo a vedere. Vengo di vedere.

E. I come to see. I come from seeing, or I have just

seen.

S. Con estudiar sc alcanza, Sec.

P. Con estudar se alcanca, &c.

/. Con istudiare s' ottiene, (Sec.

E. By studying you obtain, &c.

P.

/.

E.

Dia dc sembrar.

Dia de semear.

Di da seminare.

A day to sow or

for sowing,
fAday
2 fit foi

Bueno de comer.

Bom de comer.

Buono di mangiare.

Good to be eaten, or hi com-

mon phrase Good to eat.

av ot sowinjT.

S. Se occiipa en leer. No hay dificultad en decir.

P. Se occupa em ler. Nao ha difficuldade em dizer.

/. S' occupa nel leggere. Non ha diflicolta nel dicere.

E. He occupies iiimself There is no difficulty in say-

in reading. ing.

*S'. Trabajo ahora para descansar lucgo.

P. Trabalho agora para descancar logo.

/. Lavoro ora per riposare dopo.

E. I work now to rest afterwards.

S. Para ser principiante, no hace mal.

P. Para ser principiante, nao faz mal,

/. Per essere principiante, non fa male.

E. For a beginner, 'he docs not do ill.
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v. Estoy para parti r.

P. Estou para partir.

/. Sto per partire.

E. I am about to depart.

S. Estudio por saber por dar gusto a mi padre.

P. Estudo por saber por dar gosto a meu pay.

/. Studio per sapere per dar gusto a mio padre.

E. I study to learn to give pleasure to my father.

S. La casa est^ por acabar, por barrer.

P. A casa estc\ por acabar, por varrer.

/. La casa sik per finire, per iscopare.

E. The house wants finishing, is to be swept,

0/' is yet to be finished, or wants sweeping.

S. Estc\ sin comer.

P. Estii sem comer. . Sem jantar.

/. StA senza desinare.

E. He is without his dinner. He has not dined.

S. Sobre ser or Tras ser.

P. Alem de ser.

/. Sopra d' essere.

E. Besides being.

The Participle and Gerund,

The Participle is used in the Spanish, Portuguese, and

Italian languages, as in the English. It differs however

in being a declinable word, having masculine and femi-
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nine, singular and plural terminations, which termina-

tions are formed according to the rules laid down tor

the formation of the feminine and plural terminations

of the adjectives.

The participle is undeclinable after the auxiliaries

Ilaber, Tener, Ter, Avere, in forming the compound

tenses of the verb ; but after the verb Ser, Se7% Essere,

in the passive voice, and when used adjectively, it agrees

^vitli its noun or pronoun in gender and number, e.r. gr.

:

Spanish—'
El ha amado.

Portuguese—
Elle tem amado.

Itnlian—
Egli ha amato.

English—
He has loved.

Ella ha amado. Ellos ban amado.

EUa tem amado. Elles tem amado.

Ella ha amato.

She has loved.

Eglino hanno amato.

They have loved.

Spfinish—
EI es amado.

Portuguese—
Elle he amado.

Italian—
Egli e amato.

Er.ghsh—
He is loved.

Ella es amada.

Ella he amada.

Ella e amata.

She is loved.

Ellos son amados.

Ellas son amadas.

Elles sao amados.

Ellas sao amadas.

Eglino sono amati.

Elleno sono amate<

They are loved.

The participle of the former of these examples is

commonly called the active, and of the latter the pas-

si \'e participle. In examples similar to the following, it

has been called an adjective, and in fact does not differ

ei^seritiaily, if at all, from one.
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Spanish-^

Hombreamado. Mugeramada. Hombres amados. Mugeresaniadas.

Portuguese—
Homen amado. Molher amada. Homens amados. Molheres amadas.

Italian—
Uomo amato. Donna amata. Uomini amati. Donne amate.

English—
IVIan loved Woman loved JNIen loved Women loved

or beloved. or beloved. or beloved. or belowd.

The participle and past time of the indicative mood

of the regular verbs, in the English language, are alike
;

but in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages

they are distinct words, and cannot be mistaken for each

other.

In using the participle ahsolutclij, as it is termed, the

idiom of the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, differs

from that of the English language, as to express Having

done, Having said. Being done, &c., the words Having

and Being are omitted, cv. gr. :

Spanish— Hecho eso.

.

Dicho eso. (

Portuguese—Feito isso. Ditto isso.

Italian— Fatto questo. Detto questo.

English— Having done this. Having said this.

or This being done. or This being said.

It would not have been improper to have rendered

these phrases, as in the English, with the gerund, but it

is more received to use them as in the above examples.

The Gerund, or, as it is usually called by English

grammarians, the present participle, is used for the most

part as in the English. Where it is necessary to render

the English termination in ing, by the infinitive mood in

the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, has been already

pointed out in the examples of the government of the
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infinitive mood by the prepositions. The gerund is in-

declinable. The participle present, properly so called,

of the Spanish, terminating in ante and ente, has been

omitted in the conjugations of the verbs, as but few of

them admit of it, its use being obsolete. It was formerly

more used ; but the gerund now supplies its place, and

the words in aiite and ente, formed or derived from verbs,

are now rather used as substantives or adjectives, ex. gr. :

Amante, loving, that is, he who loves, or a lover.

Obediente, obeying, or obedient to.

Pertinicientey belonging to, &c.

THE INDICATIVE MOOD.

This mood is used when the existence or action of

persons or things is simply and absolutely declared or

indicated. The conjugation of the verbs in both the in-

dicative and subjunctive moods, in the Spanish, Portu-

guese, and Italian languages, is very different from that

in the English, there being in the latter but two simple

tenses in the indicative mood,—the present and the past

;

as, I am, I was, I love, I loved ; whereas in the former

there are four simple tenses, viz. one present, two past,

and one future tense ; as,

SPANISH. POUTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Present {^°y' '^"' '°°^-

Anio, amo, amo

Pretertmperfect{^^^^^^^

^ -^ \Ame, araei,

rPrelerx

\KPieter

Era, era, ero.

aiuava, araavo.

Past
,

f Fui, fixi, fui.

amai.

r- , f Sere, serei, saro.

1 Amarc; amarei, atne^o.
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Of these, the present and future are used precisely as

those tenses are hi the English (except that, in Englisli,

the future is not exj)ressed by a simple tense, but by the

means of the verbs ^hall or zvill prefixed to the infini-

tive mood ^vithout the preposition to).

The preterimperfect tense answers nearly in point of

time to what is indicated by the gerund and the past tense

of the verb To be,—rt:^z^",-^as I was loving, that is, I

loved when such and such things happened ; it expresses

the time of an action which comes to pass during the

time of another action which has quite passed.

The preterperfect tense is used to denote the time of

an action completely gone by, and where the time is

definitely marked. The use of the simple tenses bein«»-

known, that of the compound ones is easy.

The present tense indicative mood of the English verb

To know, after a negation, as Not that I knoWy is ren-

dered in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, (as in the

French,) by the present tense subjunctive mood, ei\ gr.

Spanish—No que yo sepa.

Portuguese—Nao que eu saiba.

Italian—No che io sappia.

In the Italian this rule extends to all cases where there

are two verbs, the former preceded by 7ion and the second

by c//e; the second verb must be in the subjunctive mood;

as, Non sapevo che amastej I did not know that you

loved ; Non credo che studj, I do not believe that he

studies.
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THE IMPERATIVE MOOD

Is used as in the English ; except in the Italian there

is this peculiarity, that in forbidding an inferior, or one

to whom thev say Tn and not Voss'ignoria, they use the

infinitive mood and not the imperative ; as Non far questo.

Do not do that; Non dir moite, Say thou nothing;

No7i tifermarey Don't stay.

THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

The English language can hardly be said to possess a

subjunctive mood, as even the termination indicating

future contingency, If I be. If he love, &c. is now be-

coming obsolete. However, in the Spanish, Portuguese,

and Italian, this mood has even more terminations or

tenses than the indicative mood, and is used when the

contingency, possibility, liberty, wish, fear, or doubt of

the existence or of the occurrence of an event is meant

to be denoted. As the events pointed out by this mood

depend on some foregoing verb expressed or understood,

they are never spoken of in a sense perfecdy past ; but

even the preterite tenses of this mood seem to indicate

future time.

The English, to express the various senses and mean-

ings of this mood, are obliged to use the auxiliaries of

their language, may and can, with the past tenses might,

could, and likewise should and u-ould, except sometimes

in the present tense, after the conjunctions if, that, Sic.

ex. gr. if he comes, that he goes, and in the future

tense, as // he come, if he go. But it is necessary to
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remark that may, can, mil, might, could, should, would,

are sometimes used as auxiliary verbs, indicating only a

mood or tense of another verb, and at other times re-

tain their original signification and are themselves per-

fect verbs; in which latter case they must be rendered

in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, by the corre-

sponding verbs of those languages ; e.r. gj\

When fVill does not imply futurity, but To will, to be

willing, &c., it must be rendered by

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Querer. Querer. Volere.

Can and may, not denoting possibility, but absolute

power, or To be able, by

Poder. Poder. Potere.

Should, though originally the past time of shall, is now

used in English in the present tense, denoting obliga-

tion, and when so used must be rendered by

Debei'. Dever. Dovere.

TVould, could, should, and might, are the past tenses of

the verbs will, can, shall, and may, and when used as

preterite tenses in the above senses must be ren-

dered by the preterite tenses of the verbs correspond-

ing to them in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian,

as quoted above.

The Spanish and Portuguese differ from the Italian

in having a future tense in the subjunctive mood, which

tense is used in speaking of any future contingent event.

The Italians, wanting a tense to distinguish future from

present contingency, use the present tense subjunctive

mood in both cases, leaving the precise time to be ga-

L
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thered from the context, or tliey make use of the future

tense of the indicative mood after the conjunction si, if.

It has been just observed that the subjunctive mood

requires before it in the sentence some other verb, either

expressed or understood : it is therefore necessary to

remark that the meaning of the first verb is frequently

fully expressed by means of conjunctions, these being

but contractions of the imperative mood of some old

verb : consequently most conjunctions require the verb

following them to be in the subjunctive mood, although

this depends entirely on whether a positive or contin-

gent event is spoken of : as, e.v. gT.

If I had money, I did not ttse it, and

If I had mojiey, I would build a house. The former

example is of a past and certain event, and therefore

will be in the indicative mood ; but the latter is contin-

gent, and must be in the subjunctive ; as

First,

Spanish—Si tenia dinero, no le gastaba.

Portuguese—Si tinha dinheiro, nao o gastava.

Italian—Si tenevo danaro, non melo servivo.

Second,

rtuviese "^

Spanish—Si < or > dinero, haria fabricar una casa.

t tuviera J

o^,*..«. c;J ^« I dinheiro, faria fabricar huma
jfoitug.—bi< or > '

ttivera J casa.

Italian—Si tenesse danaro, farei fabbricare una casa.
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The Spanish and Portuguese languages differ also

from tlie Italian in having three terminations in the im-

perfect tenses of tiiis mood, the last having but two.

The grammarians of the Spanish Royal Academy

have rano;ed the three terminations under one head, viz.

the imperfect preterite. The terminations in ria, Spa-

nish and Portuguese, and rei, Italian, in this work, are

classed under the title of preterimperfect condltiojial, as

in similarity of termination and in use they correspond

to the conditional tense of the French grammarians,

and are for the most part used to denote or affirm the ex-

istence or occurrence of any thing, on condition of some

other event taking place. The terminations in the

Spanish of ase, iese,

Portuguese as.s-e, esse., isse,

Italian assi, ess/, issi,

ansvier also in like manner to the preterite subjunctive

of the French giannnarians in sse, and seem to be the

regular preterite tense of the subjunctive mood. These

terminations of (Sp.) I'ia, (P.) ria, (I.) rei

;

—and of

(Sp.) ase, iese ; (P.) asse, esse, isse; (I.) assi, essi, issi

;

cannot be used indifferently one for the other: but this

is not the case witli the terminations in the Spanish of

ara, iera ; and in the Portuguese of ara, era, and ira,

to which the Italian has not correspondent terminations;

for it seems that this termination may be used without

affecting the sense for either the one in ase, iese, &c., or

the other in aria, eria, &c. Thus, you may say in

Spanish—Si yo amara or amase las riquezas, procurara

or procuraria adquirirlas.
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Portug.—Si eu amara or amasse as riquezas, procurara

or procuraria acquirirlas.

Italian—Si io aniassi le ricchezze, procurerei acquistarle.

English—If I loved or should love riches, I would en-

deavour to acquire them.

You cannot however say

Si yo amaria las riquezas, procurase adquirirlas.

&c. (S:c.

You may say, in

Spanish—Si Icyeras or leijeses buenos libros, serias or

ficeras mas instruido. ^

Portug.—Si leras or lesses boms livros, serias or foras

mais instruido.

Italian— Si leggessi buoni libri, saresti piu istruito.

English—If you read or should read good books, you

would be more informed.

But you cannot say

Si leerias buenos libros, Joneses mas instruido.

From the foregoing examples it is evident that the

termination in ?'a is equivalent to the two other termi-

nations in se and ria: but these latter are not equivalent

to each other, nor can they be used indifferently one for

the other, being always used in a different sense; the

former in se denoting the condition, and the latter in

ria the consequence of that condition, ew. gr.

Spanish—Yo ama/vVz las riquezas, si pudiesen saciar mis

deseos.

Portug.—Eu amaria as riquezas, si pudessen saciar os

mios desejos.
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Italian—lo amarei le ricchezze, si potercbbero saziare i

iniei disj.

English— I would love riches, if they could ") satiate my
ur should or were able to J desires.

In this exanij)le, satisfying the desires is the condition

on which loving riches is to be the consequence, and

this example will also serve to exem})lify the use of

could as a perfect verb ; the preterimperfcct tense sul>

junctive mood of the verb (Sp.) pocle}', (V.)poder, (I.)

potere, being used with the infinitive mood of the verb

(Sp.) saciar, (P.) saciar, (I.) saziare, and not the pre-

terimperfect subjunctive of this latter verb.

The following rules are laid down by the Royal Spa-

nish Academy for using the terminations of the prete-

rite tenses subjunctive mood.

When the sentence in which this tense must be used

begins without a conditional conjunction, you must use

the terminations ra or ria ; as

Spanish— Fortuna fuera or seria que lloviese.

Portug.—Fortuna fora or seria que chovesse.

Italian— Fortuna fosse che pioverebbe.

English— It would be fortunate that or if it should rain.

Spanish— Yo hiciera or haria que obedeciesen.

Poring.—Eu fizera or faria que obedecessen.

Italian— lo farei die obbedissero.

English—I would make or cause that they should obey,

or rather, I would make them obey.

In these examples the termination in ese must be used

in the second member of the sentence.
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When the sentence begins with a conditional conjunc-

tion, as

Spanish— Si, sino, aiinquc, bienque, &:c.

Fortifg.—Si, senao, ainclaque, Sac.

Italian— Si, senon, benche, &c.

or by an inteijection signifying wish or desire, you must

use the terminations ra or se ; as

Spanish— Si yo fuera or fuese feliz al juego, jugaria.

Portug.—Se cu fora or fosse feliz no jogo, jugaria.

Italian— Si io fossi awenturato al giuoco, giocarei.

Efiglish—If I were fortunate at play, I would play.

Spanish— ; Oxala fuera or fuese cierto !

Portug.—Oxala fora or fosse certo !

Italian— Volesse Dio fosse certo

!

English—O that it were certain or true !

The termination ria must be used when there is a se-

cond part in the sentence necessary to complete the

sense, as in the first example.

Si in a sentence ought to be followed by the termina-

tion ria ; as

Spanish— Le pregunte, si escribiria ?

Polling.—Lhe preguntei, si escreveria ?

Italian— Gli domandai, se scriverebbe ?

English— I asked him, if he would write ?

When the preterite tense of the subjunctive mood has

for its antecedent any of the past tenses indicative mood

of the verbs signifying to speak or to think, any of the

three terminations can be used ; as
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S. Decia or pensaba

Dixo or penso

Habia dicho or pcnsado

P. Dizia or pensava

Disse or pensou

Tinha ditto or pensado

/. Diceva or pensava

Disse or penso

Aveva detto or pensato

E. He was saying or thinking

He said or thought

He had said or thought

rvinieras.

que< vendiias.

(^ vinieses.

Tvieras.

que< viesses.

(^ virias.

}rvenisse.
che^

(_ verrebbe.

Tyou might or

>that< could come.

(^ you would coine.

If the preterite of the indicative is of a verb signify-

ing to wish or desire, you ought to use the termination

in ra or se of the imperfect of the subjunctive, and not

the termination in /vV/ ; as

S. Queria

Quiso
Ha querido

P. Queria

Quiz
Tern querido

/. Voleva
Voile

Ha voluto

E. He uas wisliing'

He wished

He has wished

The rules laid down by the Spanish .Academy will

serve also for the Portuguese language ; a»id although

they cannot be altogether applied to the Italian, as it

has not a termination corresponding to the one in ra,

yet as far as respects the different use of the two imper-

that he might comL.
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feet tenses of the subjunctive mood the preceding rules

and examples will serve. The idioms of the Portuguese

and Italian languages differ indeed a little, in the use of

the tenses of the subjunctive mood, from the Spanish

idiom; as, for example ; although or though, in the Por-

tuguese, may be rendered by aiiida que, or by 7md ob-

stante; the former takes either the indicative or subjunc-

tive mood : e.v. gr.

Ainda que seja homen honrado.

Although he is an honest man.

Ainda que ellefaz aquillo.

Though he does that,

but nab obstante requires the infinitive mood after it,

ex. gr.

Nad obstante ser elk hotnen honrado.

Though he is an honest man.

Nad obstantefazer elk isto.

Though he does this,

and in the Italian, though and although may be ex-

pressed by benche or sebben ; when the former is used

you must put the subjunctive mood after it, ex.gr.

Benche sia galanf uomo.

Though he is an honest man.

Benchefaccia questo.

Though he does that,

but sebben requires the indicative mood, ex. gr.

Sebben ^ galanf uomo.

Though he is an honest man.

Sebben fa questo.

Though he does that.
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THE ADVERBS.

There docs not appeal- to be any material difference

in the mode of using this part of speech in the Spanish,

Portuguese, Italian, and English languages.

The termination ///, the addition of wliich renders so

many adjectives in English adverbs, has its equivalent in

the termination mejite in the Spanish, Portuguese, and

Italian languages, e.v. gr.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN. ENGLISH.

Felizmente Felicemente Feliceuiente Happily.

Abundantemente Abundantemente Abbondantemente Abundantly.

Constantemente Constantemente Costantemente Constantly.

Facilmente Facilmente Facilmente Easily.

Primeramente * Primeiramente* Primieramente * Firstly*.

It is a solecism in Endish to use two nerratives : but it

is not so in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian lan-

guages ; for to express 1 desire nothings He knows no

one, you must say, in the

Spanish— No quiero nada. No sabe nadie.

Portug.—Nao quero nada. Nao sabe ninguem.

Italian— Non desidero niente. Non sa nessuno.

However, by turning the phrase a little, the same mean-

ing can be grammatically expressed in these languages

by one negative, ed\ gr.

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

Nada quiero. Nada quero. Niente desidero.

* Note, Thirdly, Fourthly, &c. are not however expressed by
the termination in niente, but are rendered thus

:

SPANISH. PORTUGUESE. ITALIAN.

En tercero lugar. Em terceiro lugar. In terzo luogo, &c.
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There is a singular use of the negation no in the Spa-

nish language, by which it serves to affirm more strongly

and not to deny ; as, Mejor es el trabajo que no la ocio-

sidadf Labour is better than idleness : the no may how-

ever in such instances be omitted without a solecism or

alteration of the sense.

It is also singular that in the Spanish, Portuguese, and

Italian languages, Jieoer and etxr are expressed by the

same word : viz.

SPANISH. POKTUGUESE, ITALIAN.

Jamas, Nunca, Mai

;

of which you must gather the precise meaning from the

context of the sentence they are used in.

In asking a question, the sentence in the Spanish and

Portuguese is always, where the sense will admit of it,

put without a negative ; in English it is usual to say

Do you }iot choose any more ? Shall I 7iot help you ?

Will you have nothing else ? but it is better to render

such phrases in the

Spanish by Quiere vm. mas ?

Quiere vm. que le sirva ?

Quiere vm. alguna cosa mas ?

Portuguese Quervm. mais?

Quer vm. que Ihe sirva ?

Quer vm. mais alguma cosa ?

In the Italian, as in the English, the question may be

asked either way ; as, Non tuoI lei piu ? or Vuol lei

piu? &c.

In expressing yes and no, after a verb, the Spanish

and Portuguese place que before tlie si and no in tlie
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Spanish, siiu and ?]ad in the Portuguese; and the Ita-

lians place cli before si and ?:o.

Spanish—
Creo que si. Creo que no. Digo que si. Digo que no.

Portuguese—
Creyo que sim. Crcyo que nao. Digo que sim. Digo que nao.

Italian—
Credo di si. Credo di no. Dico di si. Dico di no.

English—
I believe ye^. I believe not or no. I say yes. I ?ay not or no.

THE PREPOSITIONS.

There is perhaps no part of the idioms of different

languages more dithcult to he acquired than the various

bignitications of the words classed by grammarians un-

der the head of l^epositions. In every language they

iiave peculiar meanings, varying according to their com-

bination with otiier words, or the stiucture of the sen-

tence, to which it is necessary to have regard in ti'ans-

lating from one language into another; as the same Avord

or preposition, in the English, when required to be given

in any other language, cannot always be rendered by the

same translation, but will have to be rendered by differ-

ent words or prepositions according to the idiom of the

language. It is impossible to lay down any general rules

for the translation of prepositions : a good dictionary and

an attention to the idiom of the language are the best

guides. With respect to the grammatical construction of

the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages, as far as
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regards this part of speech, it does not differ much from

that of the English. The prepositions which coalesce

with the definite article, forming one word and marking

its different cases, have been already pointed out. In other

respects these languages resemble the English. The sub-

stantive and adjective remaining unchanged in termina-

tion can hardly be said to be governed by any particular

prepositions in any case. There are some prepositions,

however, which require after them, when used in cer-

tain significations, other prepositions, viz. de, de, di, or

«, a, ad, and they are therefore said to govern the geni-

tive and dalive cases, ex. gr.

SPANISH.

Antes del dia.

Dentro de la casa.

Depues de cenar.

Fiiera de Ja casa.

PORTUGUESE.

Antes do dia.

Dentro da casa.

Depois de cea.

Fora da casa.

-Ademas del dinero. Alem do dinheiro.

Cerca de la puerta. Perto da porta.

ITALIAN.

Avanti del di.

Dentro alia casa.

Dopo cena,

Fuori del la casa.

OJtre '1 danaro.

Vici

ENGLISH.

Eefure daybreak.

Within the house.

After supper.

Without the house.

Besides the mouey.

cino or presso ^
alia porta. ( „
-dtlla porta,

J

-la porta. J

ear the door.

Detras del palacio. Detraz do palacio. Pietro al i>r

Encima de la cama. Emcima da cama.

liebaxo de la mesa. Debaxo da mesa.

T, ^ ,, ,
> Behind the palace.

Dietro '1 palazzo. J
'^

&c. &c.

Sopra del letto.

Sotto la tavola

or

Sotto del la tavola.

&c.

Upon the bed.

Under the tabhe.

THE CONJUNCTIONS.

The grammatical construction of the Spanish, Portu-

guese, and Italian languages, in the use of the conjunc-

tions, agreeing with that of the English language, it is
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unnecessary to say anything further upon it, except to

observe that the onl3'ditrerence, and which rather respects

the verb than the conjunction, is, that after a conjunc-

tion which renders the sentence contingent or doubtful,

care must be taken to put the verb in the subjunctive

mood in these languages, when in the English (there

being no change in the termination of the verb) the di-

stinction is marked solely by the conjunction, e.i\ g?\

Spanish—Tiene. Si tenga.

Portuguese—Tern. Si tinha.

Italian—Tiene. Se tencra.

English —He has. If he has.

The foregoing examples are in the present tense. How-

ever, if the sense is contingent and future, the English

still say if he have*, which must be rendered in the Spa-

nish and Portuguese by the future tense subjunctive

mood, ei\ gr.

Spanish—Si tuviere, Portuguese—Si tiver ;

but in the Italian by the future tense indicative mood,

ei\ isr. Se terra. If he shall have.

THE INTERJECTIONS.

There is nothing peculiar in the use of this part of

speech, in the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian languages,

at all differing from the English in point of grammatical

construction.

* This is becoming obsolete, and if he shall have is also in use.
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RULES FOR THE ELISION OF THE FINAL VOWELS
IN THE ITALIAN.

The Italian language differs considerably from the

Spanish and Portuguese in the great latitude which is

allowed in the reti'enchment of the final Vowels of its

words. The license which the poets have used, both in

adding as well as in omitting syllables, as best suited the

harmony of their verse, is very great, and forms a con-

siderable difficulty in learning Italian poetry. This license

is not however confined to poetry ; but in order to write

prose correctly, it is necessary to attend to the elisions

of the final vowels which custom has now authorized.

1. The final vowel of the articles is dropped when

the noun begins with a vowel or an h ; as /' aiiimo,

V honore* ; except that gU should not lose its vowel un-

less the vowel of the noun is an i, nor in like manner /<?,

unless the vowel of the noun is an e ; as gV ingegn'u

gU amori, gll lionori*, V eminenze, k anime, le ultime.

2. The vowel i beginning the article il is also dropped

when this article follows a word endins; in a vowel ; a?

sop7^a 7 ictto, for ^opra il, Sec. fiitto 7 mondo sa,fra 7 si

e 7 /zo, &c.

3. The final vowel of the article lo is sometimes re-

trenched before a consonant ; as nol so, sel crede, te/

prometto, for }io lo so, se lo crede, 've loprometto.

* Honore and havere arc now generally spelt without the h.
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4. Mi, fi, ci, si, vi, di, da, lie, lose the final vowel be-

fore a roxcci or an h ; as m' amate, l' asrolto, V intendej

c importa, m haxctc*, s intende, v' ingauna, d' anima^

d'Afdofiio, n arde, if ka\.av*.

5. When the pronoun che precedes a word beginning

with an //, the lie may be dropped ; as c hatete* for che

havetc*.

6. The last sijl/ahle of these six words, uno, hello^

iframk, santo, qndlo, bwvio, must be retrenched when

they precede a word beginning with a, consonant; as U7i

fi'iorno, bcl giardino, gran cerehie, san Pietro, quel pane
^

buon libro: but if the v.ord following them begins with a

vou^tl or an h, their hnal vowel only is dropped, iin ar-

dore, bell" aspetto, grand" itigegno, sanf Antonio^ qiielV

huomd*\ buon aspetto. In the plural number, and also in

the feminine gender singular and plural, qv\v grande ad-

mits of the retrcnclimcnt of its final syllable or vowel.

7- The final vo\\els of words which have for their

penultimate letter, /, m, n, r, may be dropped ; as ilcar-

7iava\ passato, quaV signore, andiam presto^ aman per V
onde i veloci de/Jini, Jiov grato, cov genci oso.

8. The word which finishes a sentence or the member
of a sentence ;—words ending in a, except hora* and an-

cora;—words accented on the final syllable ;—the words

Now spelt without tfic h.
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Apollo, affanno, cullo, dura, inganno, pegno, osciiro, sos-

tegno, stranOy volo ; and also the terminations of the in-

finitive mood before a vowel, ought not to be retrenched.

9. Words beginning \\\t\\ an s followed by a conso-

nant require the preceding word 7iot to be retrenched

:

and if that word does not terminate in a vowel, the

word beginning with an s takes an i before the s; as betlo

studiOy gran&G stato, per \sdegiio, in isciwla.

10. Gli before lo, la, Ic, or iie, takes an c after it; as

per (lavglivloj glicli renderete, gliene domandcr-ete.

THE END.

Printed iy P.iduird imd ArthiiT Taylor, Shije-La7ie.
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